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ABSTRACT
 
In November of1994,an ad hoc committee wasformed to studythe use of
 
technology atthe Riverside County OflBce ofEducationin Riverside,California. Over
 
1200en^loyees were asked to complete an anonymous Scantron survey.Ofthese,420
 
were completed and returned.
 
The results ofthe study were grouped into the following areas:(1)population and
 
worksite locations,(2)funding issues,(3)equipment,(4)perception ofsupport,
 
(4)maintenance ofequipment,(5)training,(6)software,and(7)typesofcomputer
 
systems in use.
 
Five recommendations were made:(1)A strong need existsfor ongoing
 
technology training;(2)when planning for technology use and implementation,involve all
 
stakeholders,notjust those who are computer enthusiasts;(3)hardware and software
 
must be maintained and upgraded consistently;(4)training must be made available on both
 
MS-DOS based systems as weH ason MacIntosh platforms;(5)asystem ofmentoring and
 
coaching,along withfrequent inservicing,must be made an mtegralpart ofthe
 
implementation ofthe RCOE Technology Use Plan.
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■V ■GH^PTER:pNE-, ../ 
BACKGROUND 
Intro'ductioii' ■ . 
Chapter Oiae begihs with a brief overview of the organization whichis the focus of 
the studji the Riverside County Office ofEducation(RCOE) inRiverside, California. It 
discusses the purpose, function, and scope of the services providedby RCOE to the 
conMMunity ofRiverside County. It further discusses the acquisition of technology at 
RCOE, the fbrmatiph of the Technology Task Force and creation of its mission statement. 
Also covered inChapter One is the statement of the problem, the nature auad significance 
of the problem, the purpose of the project, definitions, and the organization of the project. 
'Bacl^rbttn-d' '' 
RCOE, located inRiverside, California, is a sendee agency originally created to 
provide suppoif for district school sy^ems andto act as a Kaisonbetween the State of 
California, the Department ofEducation, and local school districts. RCOE's three 
functions are first, to provide essential fiscaland administrative services to school districts 
throughout Riverside COunty; second, to provide a broad array of training, support, and 
resources for profossional educators, staff and officials throu^out the county; and third, 
to provide services to students where the Riverside County Office ofEducation is the 
most appropriate agency to operatespecialized student programs andcoordinate 
countywide student events. 
RCOE is uniquely sitimted to assist(Mstricts with statelegarrequirements and
 
educational goals,identify emerging educational needs,and develop and disseminate
 
proven educationalpractices and programs.Riverside County covers a geograpiuc areaof
 
7,298 square miles,is roughlythe size ofthe state ofMassachusetts,and contains more
 
residents than many states.The population ofRiverside County is 1,170,413 residents,and
 
RCOE serves27school districts and over 260 schools,with atotalK-12enrollment of
 
260,216 students. Some ofthe servicesRCOE providesto districts include monitoring
 
over$1.5 billion m school district budgets and over 75,000 credentials for county
 
teachers;maintaining records ontest scores,report cards,scheduling,attendance,and
 
graduation requirementsfor 136,000 students; and operating one ofthefew geographic
 
mapping services inthe nation.
 
RCOEsponsors close to 500educationaltraining events each year,produces
 
monthly paychecksfor 36,000employees in school districts,and supplies districts with
 
40,000items ofinstructional media. RCOE additionally serves asaninformation and
 
innovation source for schoolreform and provides leadersMp in responding to the issues
 
facing educators today. RCOE is administered bythe Riverside County Superintendent of
 
Schools,an elected official who servesafour-yearterm,and seven elected membersofthe
 
Riverside County Board ofEducation,who serve four-yearterms representing their own
 
trustee areas.
 
In addition to providing servicesto districts in Riverside County,RCOE
 
administers severalin-house programs with anenrollment totaling 32,407 students. These
 
programs include the Head Start and State Preschoolprograms,with an enrollment of
 
3>570;the Juvenile Court and Community Schools(5,183);MigrantEducation(5,765);
 
Pregnant MinorProgram(628);Regional OccupationalProgram(15,257);and Special
 
Education(2,004). The subjects ofthis study were the 1200+employees atRCOE who
 
are directly involved in the administrationofthese programs.
 
Background ofTechnology Use atRCOE
 
The next section will begin withthe historical basis for the filriStcomputer system
 
installations atRCOEand conclude with a discussionofthe formatibnofthe Technology
 
Task Force and its mission statement.
 
Historv. The first computer systems atthe RCOE were installed during the early
 
1980s.These computer systems consisted ofBurroughs AlO main&ame systems which
 
were used primarilyfor maintaining records on test scores,report cjirds,scheduling,
 
attendance,graduation requirements,and handling and storing financialinformation.Some
 
ofthe services the Burroughs systems provided to districts included monitoring over$1
 
billion in school district budgets and over 75,000 credentials for countyteachers. Data
 
wasinput into the mainfi-ame system using Burroughsdumb termiruds or personal
 
computersconfigured to terminalemulation in order to communicai:e with the mainfirame
 
system. In addition,school district administrators in Riverside Couaty were legally
 
required to submit their budget datato RCOE personnelfor approval. In order do so,
 
there wasan analog network system that allowed district personnelto use Burroughs
 
system remotelythrough modem connections fi-om their district sites.
 
Personalcomputers(PCs)were introduced atRCOE during the early 1980s,
 
shortly after their arrivalonthe computing scene. ThesePCs were standalone computer
 
models,usuallyloaded with software applications for creating spreadsheets and
 
performing word processing and database management. These first systems were
 
originally purchased for use by managementand for some classified support personnel,
 
including secretaries and accounting staff.
 
During the late 1980s,a division ofRCOE known asthe GeographicInformation
 
Center(GIG),moved to installa trial networking system atRCOE. This wasa peer-to­
peer system using Windowsfor Workgroups,and allowed GICemployeesto
 
communicate electronically with others within their department. Shortly thereafter,this
 
network wasexpanded to include the EducationalResource Center(ERC)and the Child
 
Care Unit,which were both located near enough in the building to take advantage ofthe
 
networking system in place inthe GIC.
 
In the early 1990s,a decision was made atRCOEto transition to anHP AlO
 
minicomputer system and moveto a client/server technology. A master planfor office
 
automation was developed by the DataProcessing division so thatthe new system could
 
be installed concurrently withthe construction ofthe new Education Conference Center.
 
Part ofthe DataProcessing department's master plan wasfor all usersto upgrade to a
 
Windows3.1 operating system. The master plan necessitated the purchase ofover200
 
new personalcomputers and the upgrading or replacement of the remaining computers,
 
due to the higher memoryand processing requirements ofthe Windowsenvironment. As
 
part ofthe master plan,anInternet gateway wasadded,as well as an electronic-mail
 
capability. ' ;
 
Asfar asthe teaehers'use ofcomputers atRCOE,only Regional Occupational
 
Program(ROP)instructors who taught courses such as OfiSce Occupationsor Business
 
Computersreceived computers early on. Based onthe recommendationsoflocal Business
 
Advisory Committees,these systems were also standalone personalcomputers that were
 
used for teaching industry standardsto ROP students in classrooms out at district sites.
 
The first such installations ofcomputers into classrooms beganin 1988. After 1990,other
 
instructors beganto request con^utersto assist them with record keeping and preparation
 
ofinstructional materials,especially in Restaurant Occupations and Floral Occupations,
 
where financialrecords were required,and in Auto Technology,where extensive parts
 
information could be obtained on disks(Thornton,1996).
 
Technologv Task Force. In 1994,NormanDiggs,Coordinator ofRCOE's
 
Educational Technology Services,was asked to form a committee to studytechnology use
 
atRCOE. Known asthe"Technology Task Force,"its membersincluded six RCOE staff
 
members; Don Bertucci,ROP Coordmator/Principal;Joseph Shaw,ROPInstructional
 
Specialist;Bemice Meyer,SpecialEducation Teacher;Cindy Morely,SpecialEducation
 
Teacher;Clark Brown,elementary schoolteacher;and Diana Schneider, JTPA
 
Career/Resource Teacher. The grOup wascharged with developing and implementing a
 
comprehensive vision and master plan for expanding technology use in allthe programs
 
operated byRCOE.
 
The Technology Task ForCe identified the need to bring technology into offices
 
and classrooms mcrementaHy in order to ensurethe plan'ssuccess. Over the course ofthe
 
first year,the task force identified a five year"phase-in"timeline for theimplementation of
 
the Technology Use Planthat would be modified annually,based upon evaluations,
 
identified needs,available funding,and emerging technologies. The plan wasto create a
 
blueprintto assist in the implementation oftechnologyin a sequential mannerto achieve
 
the vision and goalsfor theRCOE comrnunity. Fpr the purpose ofthe doeument,
 
technology use was defined asthe use oftools to fecilitate,enhance mid assist inthe
 
delivery,acquisition,and application ofknowledge. The ultimate goalofthe task force
 
wasto provide thecommunity with equitable access to present and futuretechnological
 
resources(Technology UsePlan, 1995).
 
The prima0focus ofthe TechnologyT^kForce wasto arrive at a consensuson
 
the existing use oftechnology in programs operated byRCOEand to determine how
 
technology would supportthe implementation ofCurriculum. The committee based its
 
recommendationsontwo basic assumptions: (1)"technology should be a vital toolin
 
expanding the knowledge base ofstudents and enhancing the skills ofteachers";and
 
(2)"the poweroftechnology asa learning tooland its successful use inthe classroom is
 
measured by how wellit meetsthe needs oflearners"(Technology Use Plan,1995,p.3).
 
Mission Statement. After several meetings over a period ofsix months,the
 
mission statement which appears below wasdeveloped bythe Technology Task Force:
 
The Riverside County Office ofEducation,with an appreciation for
 
diversity,currently provides students witha comprehensive educational
 
program that promotesthe academic,emotional,and social development
 
which enables studentsto be lifelong learners and realize their full potential
 
as contributing membersin our ever-changing localand global
 
coirnnunitiies. The goalofthe Technology UsePlan isto thrust our
 
students into the 21st century by assuring that all studentsserved have
 
access to technology that not only will enrich their education,but will be an
 
integralpart oftheir personaland professional lives. In achieving this goal,
 
we will have provided our stiidents withthe academic,occupational,and
 
personalthinking skills necessaryto fimction successfully in a
 
technologically advanced society(TechnologyUse Plan,1995,p. 3).
 
StatementoftheProblem
 
During meetings held inthe fallof1995,the Technology Task Force membership
 
determined it would be necessaryto create a needs assessment instrument to accurately
 
measure howRCOE staffmembersrated themselves asusersofcomputers and other
 
instructionaltechnology. To create a starting pointfor discussion,research wasdone to
 
obtain and review severaltechnology use plans created by other organizations. After
 
reviewing severalsuch plans,a survey instrument was developed bythe committee and
 
prepared for distributionto the over 1200employeesofRCOE.
 
Nature and Signiftcance oftheProblem
 
AlthoughRCOEhad invested a considerable amoiUitoffunding in computer
 
hardware,software,and employee training over the years,the degree to whichthe
 
employees had successfullyimplemented the new technology was still unclear. There was
 
reasonto beheve that the staffmay not have been using the existii^ technology,even
 
though manytypesofhardware and software were readily availableto them.
 
Atthe time ofthe preparationofthe Technology Use Survey instrument,the Task
 
Force anticipated there would be a wide range ofresponsesto the questionsthat involved
 
self-assessment,ranging ftomthose who rated themselves as novicesto those who rated
 
themselves as e5q)erts in technology use. In order to begin charting a course forRCOE
 
into the 21st century,it wasimportantto the committee that a starting point,or a
 
"snapshot intime"ofthe organization,be taken.
 
Purpose ofthe Project
 
This research was undertakento provide a descriptive analysisofthe present
 
patterns oftechnology use amongthe employeesofRCOE. More specifically,the
 
ultimate purpose ofthe study wasto determine the leveland scope ofknowledge and
 
proficiency among its employeesso that it would be possible to create a vision and five-

year implementation plan with recommendationsfor improving technology use atRCOE.
 
Definitions
 
Forthe purpose ofthis project,the termsbelow are defined asfollows:
 
AppleLn or He—Apple Computer's first line ofpersonaldesktop computers.
 
Application—The system or problemto which a microcomputer can be devoted(Hordeski,
 
1990);type ofsoftware.
 
CD-ROM—Compaq Disk—Read Only Memory. A storage device capable ofholding up to
 
one gigabyte ofdigital data.
 
Camcorder—Portable video recording device that uses atape-based data system.
 
Computer—A data processor that performscomputations,includirig arithmetic and logic,
 
usually without intervention bya human operator during the processing run
 
(Hordeski,1990).
 
Connectivity—The abilityofone computer to accessthe information contained in another
 
computer or computers.
 
Database—A collection ofinformation-

Disk drive-Device that spins a data storage device knownasa disk,enabling the
 
computerto read and processthe data.
 
Distance learning—To"attend"a class from a distant location using television and/or
 
computer equipment.
 
E-mail—Abbreviation for electronic mail. Information sent digitally via computer
 
networking systems and/ormodem.
 
IBMPC—InternationalBusiness MachinesPersonal Computer.
 
ITV—Instructional television.
 
Internet—A network ofinterconnected computers that allow usersto retrieve data from
 
remote computer terminals. Also known as"the Net"and the"World Wide Web."
 
Laser—Acronymfor"light amplificationby stimulated emfesionofradiation;"technology
 
used in producing high-quality printing equipment.
 
Laserdisc-Storage device capable ofstoring large amountsoftext and graphic materials.
 
MS-DOS—MicrosoftDisk Operating System;software that managesthe computer's disk
 
drives and other peripheralequipment
 
MacTntosh—Apple Computer Corporation's line ofpersonalcomputer systems.
 
Modem-Abbreviationfor MOdulator/DEModulator- a device that convertssounds firom
 
analog to digital signals,then sendsthem over telephone linesto another modem.
 
The analog signal is then converted back into a digital signalthe computer can
 
read.
 
Multimedia—A recently coined term used to describe the integration of severaltypesof
 
audio,video,and related computer or electronic technologies.
 
Network—Aninterconnected combination ofelements(computer systems)used to provide
 
acommunications path betweentwo or more points,usually devoted to acommon
 
function(Hordeski,1990).
 
PeripheraT-Anequipment item distinct fromthe computer's central processing unit,but
 
which connectsto the computing system usually by meansofa bus(Hordeski,
 
Presentation device—Gomputer equipment used to project computer imagesto an
 
overhead screen for viewing by a group.
 
Scanner—A device which"reads"an originaldocument or photo via laser technology and
 
digitizesthe data for use byacomputer system.
 
Technoloev—Takenfromthe Greek fec/tne meaning"art"and -ology, "the study of..."
 
Theoreticalknowledge ofscience,industry and the indusfrial arts; the bodyof
 
knowledge surrounding the use ofthe techniquesofan art,science,or craft. (The
 
Greeksdidnot distinguish betweenthe creation offine arts and practicaltools.)
 
For the purposes ofthis study,technology refersto computer-related equipment.
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Telecormnumcation--The transfer ofiiiFormation by electrical means using a modern^ local
 
area network,Internet,radio waves,etc.
 
Oi^anization ofthe Project
 
This project is divided into five Chapters. Chapter One discussesthe background
 
ofthe study,statesthe problem,the purpose ofthe study,definition ofterms,and the
 
organization ofthe project. Chapter Two includes a review ofthe literature and the
 
historicalperspective ofthe prbblem. Chapter Three describesthe populationin the study,
 
the instrumentation,the treatment ofthe data,and the limitations ofthe data. Chapter
 
Four presents an analysis ofthe data and the results in both table and graphform.Finally,
 
Chapter Five presents a review ofthe purpose ofthe project and findings ofthe study. It
 
offers recommendationsfor RCOEas well asrecommendationsfor further study.
 
Appendicesfollow withthe cover letter for the Technology Use Survey,the Technology
 
Use Survey instrument on which the study was based,and the computer printout ofthe
 
results ofthe study.
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CHAPTERTWO
 
Introduction
 
Chapter T\vo cohtains a review ofthe ideas and themesin current research. In this
 
Chapter,publications whichfocUsed the pros and Consoftechnology use in the educatipiial
 
process werereviewed. The research explored the reasonsfor the successfulcases of
 
implementation oftechnology into the Classroom,or the lack thereof. While this review of
 
the literature in this area is not exhaustive,niany ofeducation's majorthemes with regard
 
to technology have been included here.
 
Review ofthe Literature
 
There is currently agreat deal ofsupport in the United Statesfor the use
 
technology in the educationai process,and there is good newsintwo areas. First,the
 
U.S.goyemment,the academic community,and educational politicians all strongly believe
 
that computer technology will haVea major positive inipact on our educational system.
 
Mostofthe membersofthese groups see technology asa meansofoffering solutions to a
 
host ofeducationalissues,from improving literacy rates,to inVplving apathetic students,
 
to changing the nature ofteaching as a labor-mtensive profession,to providing the basis
 
on which U.S. Can reclaim its productivity,and thus restore its leading place in the
 
competitive world economic scene. Second,the supply ofcomputers in the schools is
 
continuing to rise. For example,from 1983 to 1987,the average pupil-to-computer ratio
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per computer(U.S.Congress,OflBee ofTechnology Assessment,1988). From 1991 to
 
1992,the ratio in all schoolsimproved to an average of18.9 pupils per computer(Market
 
Data Retrieval, 1992).
 
Nevertheless,in spite ofthese promising indicators,manyteachers appear to
 
disappointed that the promised educational breakthroughs resulting from new educational
 
technology have not materialized. There seemsto be a discrepancy between the level of
 
anticipated computer usage by teachers and its actual level. Few teachers appear to be
 
using the available computersin their classes.For example,in their survey ofcomputer
 
use,Sheingold and Hadley(1990)found that only about one teacher per school had
 
integrated computersinto their classroom teaching,even though the number ofcomputers
 
available(59)inthe schools surveyed was morethandouble the average number of
 
computers available(26)for schoolsin the United States(Becker, 1989). This
 
underutilization ofcomputersis unfortunate;governmentand academic researchers,as
 
well asteachers'unions(e.g..National Task Force on Educational Technology, 1986;
 
Shanker,1990;Sheingold&Hadley,1990;U.S. Congress,Office ofTechnology
 
Assessment, 1988),believe that computer technology can help improve the educational
 
system. However,improvementcannot occur ifcomputer technology is underutilized, If
 
teachers are to use technology effectively in their classrooms,we must givethem adequate
 
inservice training programs(Hurst,1994): The question that arises is, what motivates
 
teachers to integrate computers into their teaching and causes others notto use them at all
 
(Marcinkiewicz,1994).
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Historical Perspective ofthe Project
 
In a posting submitted in 1994to a server on the Internet run by the American
 
Association ofHigher Education(AAHE),William Georghegan ofIBM referred to what
 
he called the"Technology Alliance"as having originallyjump-startedthe use of
 
technology in the schools during the 1980s. Whatis the Technology Alliance? When the
 
cost ofdesktop computing wasa significant barrier to adopting technology in the
 
classroom,major vendors such asIBM,Apple,DigitalEquipment Corporation,and the
 
like,donated considerable equipment,software,and research and developmenttime to
 
developing the instmctioiial technology skills ofthe faculty at public schools and colleges
 
throughoutthe U.S. The technology vendors believed the development ofa significant
 
group offaculty role models would contribute to the vendors'successin marketing the
 
new technology to the classroom teacher. For example,in the mid-1980s,IBM sponsored
 
about3,000faculty-initiated instructionaltechnology projects. This relationship resulted
 
in the development ofa very strong alliance between technology vendors,the faculty who
 
had embraced the new technolo©?,and academic technology support organizations.
 
This alliance produced a modelfor instructional technology developmentthat was
 
well matched to the characteristics and needs ofthe technologically adeptfaculty,but that
 
fit very poorly with the requirements ofthe mainstream teacher. Unfortunately,there was
 
an assumption that what worked wellfor faculty who were already successfully using
 
technology would workjust as well with those who were riot. Even whericommittees
 
wereformed at district sites or on college campuses,they tended to attract those who
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wereeMy adopters oftechnology. The end result has been thatthe concerns of
 
mainstreaniteachers have gone completely unrecognized and unaddressed.
 
Several similar themesin the literature on the subject ofthe lack oftechnology use
 
among mainstream educators were echoed throughoutthe research. Theideas that
 
teachers are both skeptical ofnew teaching methodologies,and believe they do not have
 
the time necessary to devote to integrating any new methodsinto their classrooms are
 
common ones(Bracey,1996;Gaines,Johnson&King, 1996). Ifmainstream teachers are
 
to enthusiastically adopt a newteaching strategy,it must be demonstrated to them that
 
their investment oftime to implement the new technology willbe rewarded(Reinig,et al,
 
1996). A 1996 study ofthe rOle ofschoiohbased technology coordinators in elementary
 
schoolsfound that the large majority ofteachersinterviewed expressed the desire to do
 
more with computers,but felt they did not have enough time to leam,keep up with,and
 
plan the use ofhew software and new applications(Strudler, 1996). To make matters
 
wOrse,at many sites,technology inservicesfor staffhave been reduced due to funding
 
constraints. Atsome sites,they have been virtually eliminated.
 
A second theme in the literature wasthat the computers available in educational
 
institutions are underutilized by both the faculty and the students. In Teaching theSCANS
 
Competencies,four steps in the process ofpreparation for"high-performance"schools
 
were suggested;(1)preparation for technology acquisition;(2)investing in hardware;
 
(3)investing in software and support;and(4)investing in staffdevelopment(SCANS,
 
1993). The hesitation ofteachers to utilize technology has severalcauses,buttime does
 
appear to be animportant barrier. Many teachers,when asked about their plansfor using
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the Information Superhighway,responded that they didn't knowhow they Could possibly
 
add another responsibility to their school day(Bracey,1996).
 
It has been observed that when a new technology is introduced,whether or not it
 
yields a significantimprovement,this does not necessarily guarantee everyone willwantto
 
use it. For example,when the teletype wa.s first connected between Maine and Galifomia,
 
Mark Twain was said to have asked why anyone in Maine would wantto talk with anyone
 
in California(Gaines,Johnson&King, 1996); There appearto beimportant distinctions
 
between those teacherswho adoptnew approaches early on,and those who hesitate to
 
adopt changes.It appears that being confronted with new technologies raises
 
psychological issues that must be uncovered and addressed(Clegy^ 1994).
 
Build it and thev willcome? Education in the U.S.is a conservative institution
 
that traditionally has adopted new practices and technology rather slowly(Bracey, 1996).
 
"Building'smart'classrooms does not always guarantee that they[the faculty] will'come'
 
to use multimedia presentations"(Armstrong,1996). In institutions that possess
 
multimedia technology,it is reported that approximately onlytwo to three percent ofthe
 
faculty memberstake advantage these expensive,high-tech facilities.(Sammons,1994in
 
Armstrong, 1996). Asone researcher on the Vice President's NationalInformation
 
Infrastructure Advisory Council(NIIAC)noted,although computers;are becoming more
 
and more commonplace in the schools,they are extremely underutilized. Instead ofbeing
 
used ashigh-performance,interactive mediafor collaboration in solving real-world
 
problems,accessing electronic libraries,or performing simulated scientific experiments,
 
computers are being used simply electronicworkbooks(Bracey,1996).
 
. T6"
 
Researchers have recently made other significant observations abouttechnology.
 
Oninteresting discovery is that during the recent decade,learning aboutcomputers has
 
changed to learning computers(Gaines,Johnson&King, 1996). In TheEdison
 
ProjectReport,Hechinger and Hopkins characterized this new paradigm ofuse,calling it
 
"Technology as a Second Language." The authors ofthe report described it as a new
 
process,one that provided the learner with many new tools ofexpression. Their"3 Cs"
 
paradigm describes how users first need alevel ofskill that enablesthem to simply
 
"Communicate,"to express one'sideas and needs. Second comesthe development ofa
 
"Comfort"level with the newly learned languages oftechnology. Finally,the learner may
 
progress to the"Creative"level, where"the apphcationsoftechnology become more
 
unique and artistic, allowing for the fi^ eer expression ofmetaphor and representational
 
symbolisms"(Gaines,Johnson&King,1996).
 
Ina momentofreflective irony.Reed Hundt,head ofthe Federal Communications
 
Commission,was once quoted as saying,"There are thousands ofbuildings in this country
 
with millions ofpeople in them who have no telephones,no cable television and no
 
reasonable prospect ofbroad band serwces. They're called schools." His observations
 
have recently been echoed by many educators. It is a generally held beliefamong school
 
administrators that technology education will play a critical role in preparing our youthfor
 
the future(SCANS,1995). Yet according to a recent survey,California schools rank 50th
 
amongthe states in the number ofstudents per computer. Much needsto bedone to
 
increase the acquisition oftechnology ifwe are to prepare youth adequately.
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 Another consideration forthe implementation oftechnology in the schools is that
 
high skills training could especially benefit the multicultural/multiethnic workforce ini
 
California by allowing them an opportunity for upward mobility in ourincreasingly
 
complex workplace. In fact,research hasshown that technological competence can be an
 
especially important asset to a minority worker. Studies reveal that the more a minority
 
worker is perceived to be competentin his work,the greater the chance his deviancefrom
 
the ethnic norm ofthat worksite will be accepted by his/her co-workers(Erekson&
 
Trautman, 1996). In the competitive international workplace ofthe2Ist century,this kind
 
ofworkplace acceptance will be critical to the success ofCalifornia's increasingly diverse
 
population.
 
Yet anothertheme in the literature is that teachers tend to work in isolation from
 
one another(Bracey,1995;Bernstein, 1996). Toimprove the situation,the NilAC's
 
K-12 project"KickStart"hasfocused on trying to involve stakeholdersin the community
 
including schools,libraries, and community centers,in raising the level ofcomputer
 
consciousness in the community. Meanwhile,during the transition period,teachers need
 
the additional support ofon-site technology support staffmemberswho can serve to tip
 
the scales in favor oftechnology for those who are still weighing the costs versus the
 
benefits(Strudler, 1996).
 
According to a survey ofMinnesota schools,four elements are critical to the
 
successful use ofcomputersby teachers— on-site technical support,accessto adequate
 
hardware,access to appropriate types and amounts ofsoftware,and long-^term,sustained
 
staffdevelopment and inservice. In his article.How to develop technologyplans,John
 
^ .^ 18 ■ ■
 
See with the Minnesota DepartmentofEducation concluded that effective technology
 
plansfocus on a vision ofthe future(See,1992). For teachers,administrators,and
 
educational support personnelto change,they will need to begin with such a vision,but
 
they will also need access to hardware,considerable training, patience and support,and
 
time to learn the technology and to understand its far-reaching applicationsin the
 
educational process(Bracey, 1996).
 
Summary
 
In Chapter Two,the Review ofLiterature, several significant trends^dthemes
 
emerged regarding the use oftechnology in the educational process. First,the literature
 
affirms there has been a great deal ofsupportfor technology in education,with the
 
availabihty ofcomputersin the schools steadily increasing(although California was still
 
trying behiiid in this area). Second,in spite ofthis support,manyteachers have been
 
disappointed with the results ofcomputersin the classfoonis, withfew teachersfully
 
integrating them into their lesson plans. Third,technology outreach and mentoring
 
programsfor educators have often rnissed the mark. For example,vendors oftechnology
 
products who had allied themselves with educatorsto encourage faculty role models
 
discovered this strategy only served the faculty who had alreadyembraced new
 
technologies,while doing nothing forthe mainstream classroom teacher. Fourth,teachers
 
have pflen been skeptical ofnew teaching methodologies,and technology in the classroom
 
has been no exception. Many researchersfound that even where equipment and software
 
have been readily available to teachers,it has often been ignored or underutilized. Fifl;h,
 
because it has beenthe practice ofteachersto work in isolation from one another,it has
 
been rare that teachers have worked in the kind ofcollaborative atmosphere necessary for
 
entering the world oftechnology. It appears that it will take clear vision and a great deal
 
ofplanning,and patience to accomplish the goal of successfully integrating technology
 
into the educational process.
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CHAPTERTHREE
 
METHODOLOGY
 
Introduction
 
Chapter Three examinesfour major parts ofthe methodology used in the project.
 
First,the population sample is described. Second,the instrumentation is presented,
 
including the background and context ofthe development ofthe survey instrument and
 
how the surveyinstrument was distributed. Data collection procedures are discussed in
 
the next section,followed by a discussion ofthe treatment ofthe data and the limitations
 
ofthe data.
 
Population
 
The population samplefor this project wascomposed ofover 1200employees
 
who worked in one ofthe six divisions ofRCOE. These included the divisions of:
 
• Administration and Business Services
 
• Children and Family Services
 
• Division ofHumanResourcesand Professional Development
 
• Information Technology and Administrative Support
 
• StudentPrograms and Services
 
Job categoriesincluded administrators,occupational instructors,student service
 
representatives,career/resource teachers,special education teachers,correctional
 
education teachers,home education teachers,school psychologists,audiologists.
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speech/language therapists,teachers ofthe handicapped,school nurses,instructional aides,
 
secretaries,clerks,and accounting personnel.
 
For the purpose Ofthe project,the employees were classified as certificated,
 
classified,or administrator,based on the employee'sjob title. Participation in the survey
 
wasvoluntary and anonymous;however,the survey instruments were specially coded to
 
indicate to which group the respondent belonged. Question 1 ofthe survey further broke
 
down the respondents into five categories: administrators,certificated teachers,other-

certificated, classified non-classroom,and classified support personnel (see Figure 1).
 
Instrumentation
 
The survey instrument used in the project was developed by the Technology Task
 
Force duringa series ofmeetings held at theRCOE'sheadquarters between November,
 
1994,and October,1995. The raw data used in this study consisted ofsecondary
 
information collected through the use ofthe survey instrument. Approximately 1200
 
surveys were distributed by Joe Shaw ofthe Technology Task Force between November
 
of1995 and February of1996(see Appendix A).
 
There were34 multiple-choice questions in the suivey. Each question was
 
followed by five possible answers. The subjects were instructed in the cover letter
 
accompanying the answer sheet to use a numbertwo pencil and fill in the circle
 
corresponding to the answerthey felt most appropriate. After completing the survey,the
 
subjects were directed to return the survey to RCOEby mail orin person. A list ofthe
 
questions asked in the Technology Use Survey appearsin Appendix A.
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Data Collection
 
In October of1995,each employee ofRCOEreceived,by regular or JET mail,a
 
two-page Scantron survey with an accompanying coverletter. The surveysvyere all
 
returned between November,1995 and February,1996. Once all the completed surveys
 
were collectedfom the staff,the data from each Scantronform was entered into the
 
Buiroughs mainframe computer system using a scanner located in RCOE'sattendance
 
OflSce. The results ofthe scanned data were subsequently printed outin atableformatin
 
which both the raw number and percentagefor each choice were listed.
 
Treatment ofthe Data
 
During the project,the data collected from the Scantron surveys wasre-entered
 
into a series ofMicrosoftExcel spreadsheets. This allowed the creation ofa series of
 
tables and figures thatwoidd provide a graphic representation ofthe data. Data was
 
entered onto these spreadsheetsin severalways. First,the data wasentered exactly asit
 
had been represented on the printoutfrom the mainframe. Onthe computer printout,each
 
group's responses were iisted separately,based on theirjob categOry-^certificated staff,
 
classified stafl^ or administrator. Foreach question,theraw number ofresponsesfor
 
each ofthe five choices wasentered into the spreadsheet' Next,a graph wascreated from
 
the data to illustrate the both thenumber ofresponses and the distribution ofanswersby
 
eachjob classification.
 
Limitations ofthe Data
 
This study waslimited to the Survey responses ofemployeesofRGOEduring the
 
period ofNovember 1995 to February 1996. Because this study wasthe first ofits land
 
undertaken atRCOE,there was no previous data on file atRCOE with which the results
 
ofthis study could be compared. Asa result,the data collected could only be compared
 
with results ofsimilar surveys reviewed in the numerous publications in Chapter Two.
 
Summary
 
Chapter Three examined four major aspects ofthe methodology that wasused in
 
the project. It described the population samplefor the study,presented the background of
 
the development ofthe instrumentation,and detailed how the distribution ofsurvey
 
instrument wasaccomplished to the 1200 employeesofRCOE. Data collection
 
procedures were outlined,followed by a discussion ofthe treatment ofthe data and the
 
limitations ofthe data.
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CHAPTERFOUR
 
Introduction
 
In Chapter Four,the results pfthe study are presented. The chapter begins vrtth a
 
review ofthe study's purpose and instrumentation,followed by the analysis ofthe data
 
collected as a result ofthe survey. The data analysis will include a table ofresults for each
 
ofthe question's multiple-choice responses,followed by a graphic illustration ofthose
 
•. ■responses.. ,■„ 
Revi^of the Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to gather statistical information that would indicate 
the current level of technology use among the employees ofRCOE. From the results of 
the data, the Technology Task Force hoped to develop a profile of the RCOE staff that 
would include their perceptions of their knowledge and use of the many types of 
technology available to personnel involved in education today. Following the study, two 
"technology mentors" were hired to assist the management at RCOE in implementing 
training programs and "outreach" types of assistance to all personnel throughout the 
County ofRiverside. This study was given to them to help them develop strategies to 
was constructed by members of the Technology Task Force during a series ofmeetings 
which began during the summer of 1995. After its completion, the survey instrument was 
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finalized in Scantronformat,printed,and distributed to allRCOEemployees during the
 
month ofOctober,1995. The surveys were then filled outbyRCOEpersonnel and either
 
returned by mail or dropped offat one ofthe main offices in Riverside orIndio. Between
 
the monthsofNovember,1995 and February,1996,all the completed surveys were
 
scanned into the Burroughs mainframecomputer using a scanning system located in
 
RCOE'sattendance office in Riverside. After being scanned,the original surveys were
 
forwarded to the Don F.Kenney Centerin Indio,California,for placement into storage.
 
Five groups ofemployees were identified by the survey instrument; administrators,
 
certificated teachers,classified classroom personnel, classified non-classroom personnel,
 
and certificated-other staff(see Table 1). Thetotalnumber ofemployees participating
 
in the study was420out ofapproximately 1200,or35%ofall the employees atRCOE.
 
In all,there were 234 certificated staff, 166 classified staff,and 20 administrators who
 
participated in the study.
 
Analysis ofthe Data
 
Table 1 displays the results ofthe survey responses to Question 1,"Please identify
 
your position." In all,415 ofthe420employees who participated in the project answered
 
this question. Cerfificated teachers madeup the largest group,representing slightly over
 
half(51%)ofall respondents(n=211). Classified classroom employeesfollowed asthe
 
second largest group ofrespondents,representing thirty-one percent,or 127 out of420,
 
ofall respondents. Only 10%ofthe respondents were classified non-classroom staff
 
(n=43). Ofthe remainder,5%were administrators(n=19),and4%were fi^ om the
 
"certificated-other"classification(n= 15). The last three groups combined(classified non­
■26 
classroom,certificated-other,and administrators)made up only 19% ofthose who
 
responded(n=77). Figure 1 presents a graphic representation ofthe data indicating these
 
percentages.
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 Table 1
 
THEDISTRffiUTION OF STAFFINGBYJOB CLASSIFICATION AT THE
 
RIVERSIDECOUNTY OFFICEOFEDUCATION
 
Choice Job Classification 

A Classified Classroom 

B. Classified Non-Classroom 

C. Certificated Teacher 

D. Certificated Other 

E. Administrator 

Total responses to Question I: 

Number of 

Responses
 
127 

43 

211 

15 

19 

415 

Percentage
 
31%
 
10%
 
51%
 
4%
 
5%
 
100%
 
QuestionOne; PLEASEIDENTIFYYOURPOSITION.
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FIGURE 1
 
THEDISTRIBUTION OF STAFFINGOFTHE
 
RIVERSIDECOUNTY OFFICE OFEDUCATION
 
BYJOB CLASSIFICATION
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Table2
 
Location in iSfumberof Percentage of
 
Choice Riverside Responses Responses
 
■A;' .Desert, ' ^ I'Ql . ■ v.26% 
'B, Pass Area y ■■ ■21: ' 6% 
C. ,^ , ■/ . r; 
D. Western County 143 36% 
E. South County 52 13% 
Total responses to Question 2; 392 100% 
Question2: WHAT AREA OF THE COUNTY ARE YOUIN? 
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In Table 2,the survey respondents are grouped geographically by their worksites
 
throughout Riverside County. Ofthe392responses to this question,the largest group of
 
employees worked in the western part ofRiverside County. This included the cities of
 
Corona,La Sierra,and l^verside, with thirty-six percent ofthe employees(n=143)
 
workingin these areas. The second largest group,representing26%ofallemployees,
 
worked in the Desert communities ofPalm Springs,Palm Desert,Indio,Blythe and the
 
Coachella Valley area(n=101). There were74respondents(19%)who worked in the
 
mid-county area which includes Moreno Valley,Pertis,and Hemet,and 52employees
 
(13%)who worked in the southern part ofRiverside county which includes Lake Elsinore,
 
Murrieta,and Temecula. The smallest group(6%)were employed in the area known as
 
the"Pass Area"where the cities ofBeaumont and Banning are located(n=22).
 
Figure3 breaks down the employeesin each geographic area ofthe study byjob
 
classification. From this graph,it was possible to determine that75%(n=12)ofthe
 
administrators who responded worked in the western part ofRiverside County,most
 
probably at the headquarters ofRCOEin downtown Riverside. The seeond largest group
 
ofadministrators who respdnded werelocatedin the Desert,and probably worked at the
 
administrative offices at the DonF.Kenney Center in Indio,California. Only one
 
administrator indicated she or he wasfi"orn the mid-county area,and there were no
 
administrators whoresponded in either the southern part ofthe county or Pass Areas.
 
Figure2showsthe distribution ofstaffaccording to worksite locations. The five areas
 
showninclude the Desert,thePass(Banning/Beaumont),Mid-County,Western Cphnty,
 
and the South County.
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FIGURES
 
WORKSITELOCATIONS OF SURVEYRESPONDENTS
 
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA AND JOB CLASSIFICATION
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In Figure 3,one can see that the personnelofthe threejob categories,
 
administrative,classified and certificate, were broadly distributed throughout Riverside
 
County. The largestconcentration of both administrators and certificated staffwasin the
 
western Riverside County area. The data in Table3 show the responsesto Question 3,
 
'Tlow do you usetechnology in yourjob?" Therespondents overwhelmingly chose
 
"Records management"(99.2%). Only one respondent chose"Classroom management."
 
There were no responses inthe three remaining categories. Classroom instruction.
 
Administration,or Information access/communication.
 
Figure4comparestheresponses ofthethree-groupsofemployees,administrators,
 
classified staff,and certificated staff. All but one ofthe responsesto the question,"How
 
do ybu use technologyin yourjob?"was''Recordsmanagement." Theonly other
 
responsewas"classroom management."
 
Question4ofthesurvey askedthe employeestorateiheniselves asusers of
 
technology. In this question,'technology"included hot oiily computers and peripherals
 
but VCRs,camcorcIerSjand laser disc players. Inall,there were81responsesto this
 
question. Ofthose,60 were certificated,18 were classified employees,and three were
 
administrators. AUofthe respondents,_257inall,selected"Nolapplicable." This is
 
inconsistent with the responsesto Question 3,in which over99%ofthe staffindicated
 
they used technology for"records management." Thisdiscrepancy may indicate a
 
problem with the instrument,which should be examined ifand when future studies are
 
undertdcen,or with the subjects'interpretation ofthe question.
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 Tables
 
THEUSEOFTECHNOLOGY ATTHE
 
MVERSIDECOUNTY OFEICEOFEDUCATION
 
Numberof Percentage of
 
Choice Type ofUse Responses Responses
 
A. Records management 121 99^2%
 
B Classroom management "■V;; ' / 1
 
Cv Classropm instruction 0%
 
D. 	 Administration 0 0% 
E. 	 Information access/ 0 0% 
communication 
TotalResponses to Question 3: 122	 100.0% 
Question3: HOW DO YOUUSE TECHNOLOGY IN YOUR JOB? 
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FIGURE4
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Table4
 
HOWRCOEEMPLOYEESRATETHEMSELVES ASTECHNOLOGYUSERS
 
Perception ofChoice Current Usage Certificated Classified
 
Administrator
 
A. N/A 60 18 . ■ ■■■ ^ 3 
B. Notused 0 0 0
 
C. Seldom used 0 0 6
 
d: Regularly used 0 0 0
 
E. Expert user . ■ 0 . 0 0 
QUESTiON4: RATEYOXJRSELF AS ATECHNOLOGYUSER.
 
(VCRs,COMPUTER,CAMCORDER,LASERDISCPLAYER.)
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Table5
 
HOWRCOEEMPLOYEESWOULDLIKETORATETHEMSELVES
 
/
 
AS TECHNOLOGYUSERSFIVEYEARSFROMNOW
 
Future Use Certificated Classified Administrator Totals
Choice
 
A,	 N/A 159 95 3 257
 
B.	 Notusing 0 0 0 0
 
C. Seldom used 0 0 0 0
 
D Regularly used 0 0 0 0
 
E.	 Expert user 0 0 0 0
 
TOTALS 159 95 3 257
 
Question 5: WHEREWOULDYOULIKETORATEYOURTECHNOLOGYUSE
 
INFIVEYEARS?
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Only68%ofthe certificated staffresponded to Question 5(n=l59),and all ofthe
 
respondents chose"not applicable." Ofthe classified staff,57%(n=95)also responded
 
"not applicable,"as did 15%ofthe administrators(n=3). None ofthe other selections,
 
which rangedfrom"Notusing"to"Expert user,"were chosen by the staff. In all,257of
 
the respondents chose"not applicable." The graph in Table6illustrates the responsesto
 
Question5 and shows the distribution ofanswers among the three groupsofemployees.
 
Table6presents the staff's perceptions asto whatimpediments employees were
 
facing in seeking growth in their taiowledge and ability to use technology. Although only
 
42 staffmembersresponded to this question,99%ofthem(n=41)selected"Funding"as
 
their main obstacle. There wasone additional response by one ofthe classified staff
 
members. This person indicated that"Geographiclocation"wastheir main impedimentto
 
growing in the area oftechnology use. The distribution ofthese responsesis illustrated in
 
Figure 7.
 
There were only three choice in Question 7. The data in this table showsthat,
 
despite their ownlack ofuse in the area oftechnology,132 staffmembers,or31%ofall
 
ofthe group who returned the survey,were aware ofa plan or processfor purchasing
 
instructional equipmentin their Service Areasor at their worksites. Ofthis group of
 
respondents,55%(n=72)were certificated,34%(n=45)were classified staffand fewer
 
than 1%(n=15)were administrators. There were no responsesto the othertwo choices.
 
The graph in Figure7illustrates the responses to this question.
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FIGURE6
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Table6
 
IMPEDIMENTSTO SEEKINGGROWTHIN TECHNOLOGYUSE
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A. Funding	 11 15 15 41
 
B. Geographic location 0 1 0 1
 
C Stafftraining/activities 0 0 0 0
 
D Technology support 0 0 0 0
 
E. No interest	 0 0 0 0
 
TOTALS	 11 16 15 42
 
Question6: WHATIS 	STOPPINGYOUFROMGROWINGIN YOUR
 
TECHNOLOGYUSE?
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 FIGURE?
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Table7
 
KNOWLEDGEOFPLANORPROCESSFORPURCHASINGTECHNOLOGY
 
Choice 	 Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A. Yes 	 72 45 15 132
 
B. No 	 0 0 0 0
 
C. 	 Don'tKnow 0 0 0 0
 
72 45 15 132
 
Question7; IS THEREAPLAN/PROCESSFORPURCHASING ~
 
INSTRUCTIONALEQUIPMENTIN YOURSERVICE AREA/SITE?
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Tables
 
RCOE STAFF'S AWARENESS OFUPGRADE/REPLACEMENTPLANORPOLICY
 
Choice Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
15
A. Yes	 24 13 52
 
B. No	 0 0 0 0
 
C.	 Don'tKnow 0 0 0 0
 
24 13 15 52
 
Question8: IS THERE ANUPGRADE/REPLACEMENTPLAN/POLICY
 
FORYOURSERVICE AREA/SITE?
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Table8 lists the responses to Question 8,"Is there an upgrade and/or replacement
 
policy or plan for your Service Area Or site?" Only 52employees (12.4%) ofthe 420
 
who returned the survey choseto answer this question. All respondents chose,"Yes" in
 
answer to the question. Twenty-four ofthe respondents were certificated employees,13
 
were classified staffand 15 were administrators. Seventy-five percent ofthe
 
administrators answered this question,in contrast with only 10.25% ofthe certificated
 
staffand 7.8% ofthe classified staffwho returned the surveys. Figure9contains a pie
 
chart showing the proportion ofstaffresponding in eachjob classification.
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Table9
 
PERSONRESPONSIBLEFORMANAGEMENT,PURCHASEANDDISTRIBUTION
 
OFTECHNOLOGYIN YOURSERVICE AREA/SITE
 
Choice
 Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A.	 Myself 3 1 0 4
 
B. Technology Support 7 3 1 11
 
C Site Administration 51
 48 3 102
 
D.	 RCOE Administration 141 102 11 254
 
E.	 District Administration 31 8 3 42
 
TOTALS 233 162 18 413
 
Question9: WHOIS RESPONSIBLEFORTHEMANAGEMENT,PURCHASE
 
ANDDISTRIBUTION OFTECHNOLOGYINYOURSERVICE AREA/SITE?
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There were413 responises to Question 9,with56%(n?^233):certfficated and 39%
 
(n=162)classified respondents^ and4%(n=18)adniiiustrators/ Byfar/the majority
 
responded thatRCGEadministration wasthe party"responsible for management,
 
purchase and distribution oftechnology"in their service area or at their worksite. Ofthe
 
certificated staff,1%(n=3)chose"myself,"3%(n=7)chose"technology support,"22%
 
(n=51)chose"site administration,61%(n=141)choseRCGE administration,and 13%
 
(n=31)chose"district administration"asthe"person responsible." Amongthe classified
 
staff,1%(h=l)chose"myself,"2%(n=3)chose"technology support"30%(n=48)chose
 
"site administration,"63%(n=102)choseRCGE administration,and5%(n=8)chose
 
"district administration"asthe"person responsible." Amongthe administrators,no one
 
chose"myself,"6%(n=l)chose"technology support,"17%(n=3)chose"site
 
administration,"61%(n=11)chose"RCGE administration,"and 17%(n=3)chose
 
"district administration." Figure 10illustrates the responsesto Question 9.
 
There were414responses to Question 10,"Whatis available to support
 
technology usage at your site?" Thetwo mostfrequently chosen responses were
 
"equipment"and'Tacilities," with90%(n=374)ofthe respondents choosing Oneor the
 
other ofthese as the most availableto them at their worksites. The graph in Figure 11
 
shows both the number ofresponses and thejob classificationsfor each ofthe respondents
 
in each ofthe categories.
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Table 10
 
PERCEPTION OF SUPPORT AVAILABLETORCOEPERSONNEL
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A.	 Material 5 3 1 9
 
B.	 Outside Resources 2 0 2 4
 
C.	 Personnel 18 9 0 27
 
D.	 Equipment 89 70 7 166
 
E.	 Facilities 117 81 10 208
 
TOTALS 231 163 20 414
 
Question 10: WHATIS AVAILABLETO SUPPORT
 
TECHNOLOGYUSAGE AT YOURSITE?
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Table 11
 
PROBLEMSENCOUNTERED WITHTECHNOLOGYBYRCOESTAFF
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A.	 Funding 65 40 1 106
 
B.	 Lack ofEquipment 3 5 1 9
 
C.	 Repairs/Upgrading 45 55 8 108
 
D.	 Lack ofKnowledge/ 21 22 43
 
Training
 
Accessibility 13 2 1 16
 
0
 
E.
 
TOTALS	 147 124 11 282
 
Question 11: WHATPROBLEMS/DIFFICULTIESDOYOU
 
ENCOUNTERWITHTECHNOLOGY?
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There were282responsesto Question 11,"WhatProblems/DifficultiesDo You
 
Encounter with Technology?" The responses to Question 11 indicate that the problems
 
encountered with technology use byRGOE personnel center around lack offunding and
 
the issues ofrepairs and upgrading their technological equipment. Over75%ofthe staff
 
(n=214)chose one ofthesetwo as their main problem. Among certificated staff,45%
 
cited funding as their main problem,2%(n=3)chose"lack ofequipment," 30%(n=45)
 
chose"repairs/upgrading,"14%(n=21)chose"lack ofknowledge/training"and9%
 
(n=13)chose"accessibility." Among the classified staff,32%(n=40)chose"funding"as
 
their problem area,4%(n=5)chose"lack ofequipment,"44%(n=55)chose
 
"repairs/upgrading," 18%(n=22)chose lack ofknowledge/training"and 2%(2)chose
 
"accessibility"asthe problemsthey had encountered with technology. Among
 
administrators,9%(n=l)chose"fimding,"9%(n=l)chose"lack ofequipment,"73%
 
(n=8)chose"repairs/upgrading,"no one chose"lack ofknowledge,"and9%(n=l)chose
 
"accessibility" as the reasonfor their problems with technology on thejob. Figure 12
 
displays the information gathered from Question 11,breaking down each categoryofjob
 
and the responses by that employee group.
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Question 11: WHAT PROBLEMS/DIFFICULTIES DO YOUENCOUNTER 
WITH TECHNOLOGY? 
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 Table 12
 
HOWRCOEEMPLOYEES ACQUIRENEW SKILLS
 
Choice Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A SelfTaught 67 14 1 82
 
B. 	 Inservice Activities 3 12 0 15
 
C. 	 Onsite Resources 45 26 0 71
 
D. 	 Outside Resources 21 44 7 72
 
E. 	 Other 13 3 0 16
 
TOTAL 149 99 8 256
 
Question 12: HOWDOYOU ACQUIRENEWTECHNOLOGY SKILLS?
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It appearsfrom the data in Table 12that over32%(n=82)ofRGOE'semployees
 
acquire their new technology skills by teaching themselves. The studyfound that82ofthe
 
256respondents^ or 32%,selected "self-taught"when answering this question. Two other
 
significant responsesincluded "onsite resources"with27%(n=71)ofthe respondents
 
making this selection,and"outside resources"with 28%(n=72)ofrespondents choosing
 
this selection. Interestingly, only 15 ofthe 256respondents,orfewer than6%^ chose
 
"inservice activities"as the waythey acquire new technology skills. An illustration oftheir
 
responses appearsin Figure 13.
 
The results ofQuestion 13 were Surprisingly rather evenly divided between"none"
 
and"Some." Atotal of343 employees responded to this question,with 156,or45%,
 
responding that they had no abihty to perform maintenance on computer equipment,and
 
55%(n=187),responding that they had some ability to perform computer maintenance.
 
No one answered the question with"proficient." Ofthe teachers,48%(n=100)chose
 
"none"and 52%(n=108)chose"some." Ofthe classified staflF,42%(n=52)chose"none"
 
and 58%(n=7I)chOse"some,"and no one selected "proficient." Among administrators,
 
33%(n=4)chose"none"and66%(n=8)selected"some"abihty to perform maintenance
 
on computers and computer peripheral equipment,and no one chose"proficient." This
 
data is displayed in Table 13 and in Figure 14.
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 Table 13
 
ABILITY TOPERFORM MAINTENANCEON
 
COMPUTERS ANDCOMPUTERPERIPHERALEQUIPMENT
 
Choice Certificated Classified Admin. TOTALS
 
A.: None 100 ' 52 ^ • 4 156
 
71 8 187
B.	 Some 108
 
0
C.	 Proficient 0 0 0
 
TOTALS 208 123 12 343
 
QUESTION 13: DOYOUHAVETHE ABILITY TODOMAINTENANCE
 
ON YOURCOMPUTER/PERIPHERALS?
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 Table 14
 
Choice Certificated classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A.;'::-v.; None "28':,; .34: 1 63
 
B. Some ■"■'35 ■ 1 80
 
■^3^talS'44:v;-; 2 : 143
 
Question14: DO YOUHAVE THE ABILITY TO DO MAINTENANCE 
ON OTHER TECHNOLOGY? 
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 In Question 14,using the datafor the responses to"None"and"Some,"over half
 
ofthe respondents(n=79)indicated they have the ability to perform maintenance tasks on
 
their equipment,however,there appearsto have been a computer error in the data
 
printout for this question. Although the surveyform listed only two choices,A."None,"
 
and B."Some,"the computer printout listed responses to choices C.,D.,and E. It is not
 
certain,therefore,that the figuresfor this question are accurate.
 
Use ofSpecific Technologies.Questions 15through 34.. Beginning with
 
Question 15,and continuing onthrough the final question(34),the contents ofthe
 
questionsfocused the staffs ability to use specific technologies. Questions 15 through 34
 
each allow five possible responses: Not available.NotUsed,Seldom Used,Regularly
 
Used,and Expert User. Over59% (n=l82)ofthose who responded to the first question
 
in this series. Question 15,regarding the use ofMS-DOSin the workplace,replied that
 
the MS-DOS operating system was"not used"(n=182). Slightly under 18%(n=67)
 
replied that MS-DOS was"not available"to them. Surprisingly,16%(n-60)ofthose
 
who responded to this question indicated they were"expert users." Amongthem were34
 
certificated employees,or9%of all respondents and almost 15% ofthe certificated staff
 
atRCOE. Thirteen percent ofthe classified staff(n=23)also considered themselvesto be
 
experts in MS-DOS. Among the administrators,15%(n=3)considered themselves
 
"expert users." Thetotal number ofstaffwho indicated that they"regularly used"MS­
DOS or were"expert users"(n=85)represented23%ofall those who responded to this
 
question(refer to Table 15). A graph showing theuse ofMS-DOS byRCOE personnel
 
appearsin Figure 16.
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Table 15
 
USEOFMS-DOSBYRCOEEMPLOYEES
 
Choice
 
A. 	 Not Available
 
B. 	 NotUsed
 
C. 	 Seldom Used
 
D. 	 Regularly Used
 
E. 	 Expert User
 
TOTALS
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
49
 
95
 
19
 
8
 
34
 
205
 
Question 15
 
16 2 67
 
82 5 182
 
20 3 42
 
16 1 25
 
23 3 60
 
157 14 376
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Survey Choices 
Question 15 
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Question 16 addressed the use ofMacintosh computers byRCOE employees. Of
 
the 212responsesto this question,exactly 50%(n=106) indicated they"regularly used"
 
this technology. The54 certificated staffwho indicated they used this equipment
 
accounted for23%(n=54)ofall the certificated personnelin the study. Many classified
 
employeesalso indicated they used Macintosh computers at their worksites. Those who
 
used Macintoshes represented almost29%(n=48)ofall classified staffin the survey.
 
Among administrators,25%(n=4)responded that they"regularly used"Macintosh
 
equipment. There were also three certificated and five classified staffmembers who
 
indicated they were"expert users"ofMacintosh technology. Those respondents who
 
indicated that this technology was either"not available"or"not used"made up 34%
 
(n=73)ofthe study group,with 12%(n=25)indicating they"seldom used"this
 
technology at work(see Table 16 andFigure 17).
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Table16
 
Choice
 
A. 	 Not Available
 
B. 	 NotUsed
 
C. 	 Seldom Used
 
D. 	 Regularly Used
 
E. 	 Expert User
 
TOTALS
 
USEOF MACINTOSHCOMPUTERS 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS 
22 11 34 
23 16 0 39 
14 9 2 25 
54 48 4 106 
3 5 0 8 
116 89 212 
QUESTION 16 
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Question 17was^signed to gauge the use ofSppie lltechnology. There were
 
259respohseSto this question out ofa possibie420. Well over half(68%,n=175)
 
indicated they did not use Apple11computers,or that that Apple IIs were not available at
 
their worksites. Another 16%(n=41)ofthe respondents indicated they"seldom used" ^
 
this type ofequipment Only 17%(n-43)ofthe259 surveyed indicated theyeither
 
"regularly used"Apple IIs or considered themselves to be"expert users." A,few
 
were either"expert users"or"regularly used"Apple 11 equipment. In the classified
 
emplpyee category,10%(n=16)ofall employeesindicated they were"expert users"or
 
"regularly used"Apple IIequipment. Interestingly,there were no administrators who
 
indicaled they regularly used Apple IIequipment; The 12 administrators who responded
 
chose either"not available"or"notused." (Pleaserefer to Table 17and Figure 18.)
 
Regarding Question 18,which addressed"other technologies,"ofthe388
 
other technologies were either"not available"or"not used.'^ There were no responses at
 
all to the choicesof"regularly used"or'-expert user."
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Table 17
 
USEOF APPLEIITECHNOLOGYBYRCOEEMPLOYEES
 
Choice
 
A. Not Available
 
B. NotUsed
 
C. Seldom Used
 
D; Re^larlYEised
 
E. 	 Expert User
 
^ TOTALS
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS 
32 30 64 
54 46 11 111 
18 23 0 41 
24 10 0 34 
3 6 0 9 
131 115 13 259 
QUESTION 17 
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Onthe Scantron surveyform.Question 19 wasnot stated as a complete sentence.
 
The question simply stated"None,"followed by the five choices of'not available,""not
 
used,""seldom used,""regularly used,"and"expert user." This led to some confusion as
 
to how employees should have responded. Instead ofusing"None,"the data would have
 
made more sense ifthe question were re-stated as"NoUse ofTechnology."
 
All385 employees who responded to this question selected either "Not available"
 
or "Not used." It is not clear, however,whatthese responses actually mean. When
 
looking at the datafrom this table,it appears that the response"noiie"meant"not
 
available"and"notused."
 
The responsesto Question 20regarding the use ofCD-ROM(CompactDisk-Read
 
Only Memory)mass data storage devices showed an interesting dichotomy. Ofthe 382
 
respondents,slightly over40% (n=146)indicated they were"expert users"or"regularly
 
used"CD-ROMs. Onthe other hand,just under60%(n=216)responded with"not
 
available,""notused,"or"seldom used." Eighty-six ofthe 234 certificated staff, or 37%,
 
chose either"expert user"or"regularly used,"yet 11 ofthe 20 administrators,or55%,
 
fell into one ofthe latter categories. Just under30%ofthe classified staff(n=49)
 
considered themselvesto be either"expert users"or indicated they"regularly used"CD­
ROMtechnology.
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Table18 
USEOFOTHERTECHNOLOGIESBYRCOESTAFF 
Choice Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS 
A. Not Available 152 127 13 292 
B NotUsed 59 24 88 
C Seldom Used 0 
D Regularly Used 0 0 
E Expert User 0 0 0 
TOTALS 218 152 18 388 
QUESTION 18 
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Table 19
 
NONE
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. Not Available	 147 123 15 285
 
B. NotUsed	 68 29 100
 
C. Seldom Used	 0 0
 
D. Regularly Used	 0
 
E. Expert User	 0
 
TOTALS	 215 152 18 385
 
QUESTION 19
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Table20
 
USEOFCD-ROMDRIVES
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. Not Available	 6 0 12
 
B. NotUsed	 54 50 2 106
 
C.	 Seldom Used 55 38 5 98
 
D.	 Regularly Used 62 46 10 118
 
E.	 Expert User 24 3 1 28
 
TOTALS 201 143 18 362
 
QUESTION20
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FIGURE 21 
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Fifty percent ofthose who responded to Qijestion 21(n=I85)mdieated that VCRs
 
and televisions were"hot available'Vor"not used"at their worksites. Sixty-four
 
employees(17%)indicated they"seldom used"this equipment. Amongthose who either
 
"regularly used"or considered themselves to be"expert users,"18% were certificated
 
(n-68),13% were classified(n=49),and.2% were administrative staffmembers(n=2).
 
In alb 33%ofthe respondents indicated they considered themselvesto be either"expert
 
users"or"regularly used"VCRsand televisions at their worksites. Figure 22illustrates
 
this data.
 
In Question 22,only27%ofthose surveyed indicated they"regularly used"
 
Laserdisc players or were"expert users"(n-85). Seventy-three percent responded"not
 
available,""notused,"or"seldom used"(n=225)to this question. In all,310ofthe420
 
employeeswho returned the survey responded to this question,with the nearly three-

quarters ofthe respondents indicating they either never used or rarely used Laserdisc
 
players.
 
Among the certificated staff,41 ofthe234 certificated respondentsto the survey,
 
or 18%,indicated they regularly used Laserdisc players. Forty classified employeesoutof
 
a possible 166,or24%,also indicated they regularly used Laserdisc players. Twenty
 
percent(n=4)ofthe administrators fell into this category as well. This data is displayed in
 
the bar graphin Figure 23.
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Table21
 
Choice
 
A.:
 
B.
 
Dv
 
E:
 
Not Available
 
NotUsed ?
 
SeldomUsed
 
Regularly Used
 
Expert User
 
TOTALS
 
USEOF VCRS AND TELEVISION
 
Certificated Classified Administratpr TOTALS
 
M
 
3Q
 
26
 
60
 
8
 
210
 
QUESTION21
 
6 10 102 
50 83 
}3S 0 64 
46 3 109 
2 13 
143 18 371 
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Table22
 
Choice
 
A. 	 Not Available
 
B. 	 Not Used
 
C. 	 Seldom Used
 
D. 	 Regularly Used
 
E. 	 ExpertUser
 
TOTALS
 
USEOFLASERDISCPLAYERS
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
23
 
50
 
28
 
37
 
4
 
142
 
QUESTION22
 
59 9 91 
25 4 79 
26 1 55 
39 4 80 
1 0 5 
150 18 310 
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Question 23 surveyed the use ofthe Internet among various staffmembers. Ofthe
 
281 who responded to this question,67%(n=189)indicated that thistechnology was"not
 
available"to them at all. Ofthose who had Internet access,21%(n=60)indicated that it
 
was either"not used"or"seldom used." Only thirty-two ofthe 281(11%)who
 
responded indicated that they"regularly used"or were"expert users"ofthe Internet. The
 
graph in Figure24showsthe levels ofInternet use amongthe three differentjob
 
classifications.
 
In spite ofthe widespread home use ofcamcorders,it appearsfrom the results of
 
Question24that this level ofusage has not yet permeated the workplace(see Table 24).
 
Ofthe 177responsesto this question,only7%,or 12respondents,indicated either regular
 
use or expertise in this area. Over93%ofthose who responded(n=165)to this question
 
chose"not available,""not used,"or"seldom used"with regard to the use ofcamcorder
 
technology at work. Figure 25 illustrates these responses.
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Table23
 
USEOFINTERNET CONNECTIVITY
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. Not Available 101 80 8 189
 
B. NotUsed 17 11 3 31
 
C. Seldom Used 14 14 1 29
 
D. Regularly Used 'i-s ■ 14 1 30
 
E Expert User ■ 0 0 2
 
: ■■■ ■■ ■ '■'' ■TOTALS 149 119 13 281
 
QUESTION 23
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Table24
 
USEOFCAMCORDERS
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. 	 Not Available 47 53 1 101
 
B. 	 NotUsed 35 17 3 55
 
C. 	 Seldom Used 4 4 1 9
 
D. 	 Regularly Used 1 4 1 6
 
E. 	 Expert User 4 2 0 6
 
TOTALS 91 80 6 177
 
QUESTION24
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In preparing the Scantron survey,Question 25 wasinadvertently duplicated and
 
reappeared as Question 33, Table 25 includes both groupsofresponses.For the purposes
 
ofthis project,however,the data analysis will be confined to the first occurrence ofthe
 
question.
 
Question25 measured the use ofpresentation devices,such as overhead projectors
 
and video projection panels,among the staffofRCOE. It is interesting that, despite the
 
high cost ofthis equipment,24%ofthose who responded to this question(n=88)
 
indicated they either"regularly used"or were"expert users"ofsuch devices. Twenty-

seven percent ofall the certificated staffwho participated in the survey also chose either
 
"regularly used"or"expert user,"as didTl% ofthe classified staff(n=20). Five ofthe 20
 
administrators who participated in the study(25%)responded that they"regularly used"
 
presentation devices. However,the majority ofrespondents to this question,76%
 
(n=286)chose"not available,""not used,"or"seldom used." In all,374 staffmembers
 
responded to this question. The graph in Figure26illustrates this data.
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Table25
 
USEOFPRESENTATIONDEVICES 
Choice Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS 
A. Not Available 21 24 49 
B. NotUsed 69 65 6 140 
C Seldom Used 49 45 3 97 
D. Regularly Used 47 19 5 71 
E. ExpertUser 16 1 0 17 
TOTALS 202 154 18 374 
QUESTION 25(1) 
A ■ 
r\. 
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Question 26 examined the use ofvideo projectors among the staffat RCOE.(See
 
Table 26.) There were 363 responses to this question,and89%(n=319)responded by
 
choosing"not available,""not used,"or"seldom used." There were only44 staff
 
members(12%)whoindicated they either were"expert users"or"regularly used"video
 
projectors. Ofthis number,68%(n=30)were certificated staff,25%(n=l1)were
 
classified staff, and7%(n=3)were administrators. A graph ofthis appearsin Figure 27.
 
Telecommunications and distance learning usage were studied in Question 27.
 
Again,the vast majority ofthe staffindicated either"not available"or"notused." Ofthe
 
364responses,329,or90%,chose one ofthese answers. There were only 35 employees,
 
or 10%,who indicated they were either"expert users"or"regularly used"thistechnology
 
at work. Ofthe regular or expert users oftelecommunications and/or distance learning
 
technologies,21 were certificated, 11 were classified and2were administrators.
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Table 26
 
Choice
 
A.
 
B.
 
C:
 
D
 
^ E.
 
Not Available
 
NotUsed
 
Seldom Used
 
Regularly Used
 
ExpertUser
 
TOTALS
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
103
 
36
 
25
 
26
 
194
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■■ ■ -3.^ 1 8 
151 IS 363 
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Table27
 
Choice
 
A.
 
B
 
C.
 
D
 
E.
 
USEOFTELECGMMUMCATIGNS/DISTANCELEARNING
 
Not Available
 
NotUsed .
 
Seldom Used
 
Regularly Used
 
Expert User
 
TOTALS
 
Certificated Classified Admimstrator TOTALS
 
129
 
31
 
19
 
14
 
7
 
200
 
QUESTION 27(3)
 
93 5 227 
26 4 61 
17 5 41 
9 2 25 
3 0 10 
148 16 364 
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In preparing the Scantron survey.Question 28 wasinadvertently dnplicated and
 
reappeared as Question 34. Table 28includes both groups ofresponses,butfor this
 
project, data analysis will be confined to the first occurrence ofthe question.
 
Concerning the use ofnetworks,veryfew oftheRCGE staffindicated they had
 
access to this technology. Ofthe 363 staffwho answered to this question,296,or82%
 
indicated that networks were not available to them,and 18(5%)responded that networks,
 
although available,were seldom used. Finally,only49ofthe363(13%)indicated either
 
regular use or expertise with respect to the use ofnetworks at their work places. The
 
responses to the second occurrence ofthis question were very similar. Figure 29
 
illustrates the responsesto Question 28.
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Table 28
 
USEOFNETWORKS
 
Choice Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. Not Available 130 86 7 223
 
B. NotUsed 46 27 0 73
 
C. Seldom Used 11 3 18

. . ■ ' 4 
D. Regularly Used 16 20 7 43
 
E. Expert User 4 2 0 6
 
TOTALS 200 146 17 363
 
QUESTION 28(4)
 
Choice Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
A. Not Available 150 102 v'2^|
 
B 
■ 
B Not Used 48
 
C. Seldom Used M '&$.
I
 
D. Regularly Used 12 M Hi im
 
E. Expert User 0
 
TOTALS 205 149 17 aft
 
QUESTION 34(I0)DUPLri.TEOl'OOERTtCN28
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InstructionalTV(ITV)is another technology which has been ofincreasing interest
 
amongthose involved in education. The level ofuse ofthis technology was measured in
 
Question 29. Surprisinglyfew ofthose who returned the survey responded to this
 
question. Only 126 ofthe 420 staff(30%)answered this question. Ofthose who
 
responded,the vast majority99%(n=121)either seldom used or did notuse this
 
technology,or ifit was available,seldom used it. Only4%ofemployees(n=5)indicated
 
that they"regularly used''instructional television(see Table29and Figure30)­
Question 30 reverses the trend in the preceding questions oflow availabihty or
 
usage oftechnology. In the case ofthe use ofprinters,60%ofthe staffeither"regularly
 
used"printers or considered themselves to be"expert users"(n=207). It was still
 
surprising to see that23%(n=79)ofthe staffindicated that printers were either"not used"
 
or were"not available"to them,and that 18%(n=6I)"seldom used"printers.
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Table29
 
Choice
 
A.
 
B
 
D.
 
E.
 
Not Available
 
NotUsed
 
Seldom Used
 
Regularly Used
 
Expert User
 
TOTALS
 
USEOFINSTRUCTIONALTV(ITV)
 
Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS
 
26
 
18
 
16
 
4
 
0
 
64
 
QUESTION29
 
28 3 57 
20 3 41 
6 1 23 
1 0 5 
0 0 0 
55 7 126 
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Table30
 
USEOFPRINTERS
 
Choice	 Certificated Classified Admimstrator TOTALS
 
37
A.	 Not Available 21 15
 
B	 NotUsed 20 22 0 42
 
C. Seldom Used 34 27	 61
 
D. Regularly Used 55 40	 99
 
E.	 ExpertUser 52 44 12 108
 
TOTALS 182 148 17 347
 
QUESTION 30(6)
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FIGURE 31
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Question 31 surveyed the use ofscanner technology amongRCOE staffmembers.
 
Again,the survey revealed that the majority ofthe staffdo not have access to,or do not
 
use,this technology at work. Over90%ofthe staff(n=338)did notuse scanners,while
 
only9%(n=33)indicated they were regular users or expertsin this area. In all, 371 ofthe
 
420 employees who participated in the survey responded to this question(see Table 31
 
and Figure 32).
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Table 31 
USEOF SCANNERS 
Choice Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS 
A. Not Available 115 90 1 206 
B. NotUsed 62 51 0 113 
C Seldom Used 8 11 0 19 
D. Regularly Used 12 
E. Expert User 12 21 
TOTALS 198 156 17 371 
QUESTION 31(7) 
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FIGURE 32 
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Question32measured the use ofword processing technology atRCOE.The use
 
ofthisteehnplogy appearsto be more evenly divided among the employees; Forty-one
 
percent seleGted"not available"or"nptused"and;21%chose"seldom used." Onthe
 
other hand,regular users or experts representedjust under38%ofthe staff(n=141).
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Table32
 
USEOFWORDPROCESSING
 
Choice 	 Certificated Classified Administrator TOTALS %
 
A. Not Available 52 41 1 94 25.0%
 
B. NotUsed 	 32 29 0 61 16.2%
 
C. 	 Seldom Used 40 38 1 79 21.1%
 
D. 	 Regularly Used 63 41 13 117 31.2%
 
E. 	 Expert User 16 5 3 24 6.5%
 
TOTALS 203 154 18 375 100%
 
QUESTION 32(8)
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FIGURE 33 
USEOFWORDPROCESSING 
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Table33
 
SUMMARYOFRESPONSESTO QUESTIONS
 
15-34REGARDINGEQUIPMENT USAGE
 
Equipment; Regular or 
Expert User: 
Printers 60% 
CD-ROM 40% 
Word Processing 38% 
VCR/TV 33% 
Laserdisc 27% 
Network 13% 
Presentation 12% 
Internet 11% 
Telecommunication/ 10% 
Distance Learning 
Scanners 9% 
Camcorder 7% 
ITY 4% 
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Summary
 
In Chapter Four,responses to each ofthe 34 questions in the survey were carefully
 
examined. Tables were constructed showing the number ofresponses to each survey
 
question. Responses were broken down by each ofthe three groups surveyed: certificated
 
staff, classified staff, and administrators. By dividing up the responses alongjob
 
classification lines, it was possible to compare and contrast the responses ofeach ofthe
 
three groups in the study. Graphs were then created to illustrate more clearly the
 
similarities and differences in the responses among the three groups ofemployees.
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CHAPTERFIVE
 
CONCLUSION ANDRECOMMENDATIONS
 
Introduction
 
In Chapter Five,the purpose ofthe project is reviewed,the results ofthe study are
 
discussed in detail,and a re\iew ofthe findings is presented. Following the review ofthe
 
findingSjrecommendations are madeto the administration ofRCOEforthe
 
implementation ofthe Technology Use Plan. Next,conclusions are made aboutthe
 
meaning and significance ofthe responsesto the survey questions. Finally,
 
recommendationsfor fiifther study are outlined and discussed.
 
Review ofthePurposeofthe Project
 
The purpose ofthis project wasto conducta descriptive analysis ofthe secondary,
 
expostfacto data collected through a survey conducted by the Technology Task Force,an
 
ad hoc committeeformed at the request ofRCOE'sadministration. Bylooking closely at
 
the staff's responsesto the survey,it was hoped that it would be possible to gain a deeper
 
understanding oftheneedsofthe staffand how technology is currently being used in the
 
office and in the classroom. From there,xecpnimendations would be madeto RCOE's
 
administration asto how to the Technology Task Force could assistRCOEto successfiilly
 
implement their vision.
 
Review ofthe Findings
 
The results ofthe study can be grouped into thefollowing areas: population and
 
worksite locations,funding issues,equipment,perception ofsupport,maintenance of
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equipment,training,sbftware,and types ofcomputer systems in use. Following is a
 
discussion ofeach area.
 
Population and Worksites. Between November,1996,and February,1996,420
 
ofa possible 1200+employees ofRCOEreturned a cohipleted Scantron surveyform. Of
 
those who returned the survey,55%(n=226)were certificated employees,just over40%
 
(n-170)were classified staff,and5%(n=19)were administrators. The Second largest
 
group,classified staff, wasfurther broken down into classroom(n=127)or non-elassroom
 
(n=43)workers. The certificated groiip was also divided into two subgroups,certificated
 
teachers(n=211),and certificated-other(n=15)(see Table 1,Figures2and 3).
 
The largest group ofrespondents,36%,(n=143)worked in the western portion of
 
Riverside County,with the second largest group ofrespqndents,26%(n=101),working in
 
the desert areas. The remainderwere divided between the Beaumont/Banning Pass Area,
 
the southern portion ofRiverside County,and the mid-Riverside County area(see Tabled
 
£mdFigure2).
 
Funding Issues In response to Question6on the issue offunding for technology
 
and related equipment,10%(n=42)ofall survey participants responded. All ofthose who
 
answered this question responded thatfunding wasthe mainimpedimentin their seeking
 
grovrth in technology use. In Question 11(see Table 11,Figure 12),when asked what
 
problemsthey encountered with technology,75%(n=214)ofthe staffwho responded
 
indicated that issues offunding,repairs, and/or upgrading were the problems most ofi;en
 
encountered/ When looking at the responses to Question 10,however,there appearsto
 
be a contradiction. Question 10 polled perceptions regarding what support was cuitently
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available to stafffor technology use at their sites. Ninety percent ofthe414(n=374)who
 
responded said they had access to both equipment and facilities. The need for more
 
funding^ then,appears be related to something otherthan need for more equipment. This
 
theory supports the observations ofresearchers(Reinig,et al., 1996),whofound in his
 
research that there no longer appeared to be alack ofsufEcient equipment in the
 
classroom,but rather,that there wasalackofacceptance by mainstream teachers of
 
technology,and/or a lack ofknowledge asto howto effectively make use ofit in their
 
lesson planning!
 
Equipment. The results ofQuestion7indicated that31% (n=l32)ofall survey
 
respondentsknew there wasa plan for purchasing technology in their service area or at
 
their worksite(Table 7,Figure 8). The responsesto Question8indicated that 12%
 
(n=52)ofall employees knew there wassome kind ofan upgrade or replacement plan
 
and/or policyfortheir equipment,and 55%(n=254)ofthe420 participants indicated that
 
they believed RCOE was responsibleforthe management,purchase and distribution of
 
technology intheir service area or at their work locations(see Table8 and Fi^re 9).
 
The use ofvarious types ofequipment was measured in Questions 15 through 34.
 
The results appear in Table 33ascending order ofuse. The mostfrequently used
 
technology wasthe printer. Printerstyere used regularly by60%(n=207)ofthe staff.
 
CD-ROM's,word prGycessors,VCRsand Laserdises followed asthe next mostfrequently
 
used technologies. Network presentation devices,the Internet,telecommunication/
 
distance learning,scanners,camcorders,andITVwere used bythe staffthe least ofren,
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Perception ofSuPDort. When asked in Question 10."Whatis available to
 
support technology usage at your site,"414employees responded. Ninety percent
 
(n==374)chose"equipment"and "facilities"as being available to them,with thefew
 
remaining respphdentschoosing"personnel"(n=27),"outside resources"(11-4),of
 
''material.'"It isehcpuragingtonotethat m^orityofemployees clearfyfeelthey are
 
receiving support from RCOE's administration in the area oftechnology usage.
 
Maintenance ofEquipment. In Question 13,the technology"haves"were only
 
slightly ahead ofthose whoindicated they did not have computer and peripheral
 
equipnaent niaintenance^ills. Fi%^fe?eperee^(n=I87)responded thattheyhad atleast
 
some abihty to niaintain computerequipment,but45%(n=l56)selected''none"on this
 
question. It wasinteresting to note thata^eater percentageofthe classified staff
 
indicated they had"some"ability to maintain equipmentthan did the certificated staff(see
 
Table 13,Figure 14).
 
IVaininsg. NotSurprising,alafge group ofemployees(tv=82)indicated in
 
Question 12thattheywere''self-tau^t"whenit cameto acquiring hew technology stalls.
 
This supportsthe observation thatthere aretwo types oflearners with regafd to new
 
technologies: the"early adopters"and the"mainstream"users. The early adoptersof
 
technology enjoy trying something simply because it is a novelty. Mainstream users,on
 
the other hand,must have proofthatthe new skill will significantly enhancethe learning
 
process before they will devotethe time necessaryto integrating new methodsinto their
 
classrooms(Bernstein, 1996;Bracey,1996;Gaines,Johnson&Kmg,1996;Reinig,et al..
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FewerthaM6%(n^lS)ofthe 256 employee^^^ responded to this question indicated
 
they had acquired their technology skills through attending inservices. Unfortunately,it is
 
not clear from the survey responses whether this is the result oftoofew inservices to
 
allow the acquisition ofnew skills to occur,or whether the inservices were simply not
 
effective.
 
Software. Ninety-nine percent(n=121)ofthose who responded to Question 3,
 
"How do you usetechnology in yourjob,"indicated that they used technologyfor records
 
management(Table 3,Figure4). One employee responded that he or she used technold^
 
for classroom management. Ofthe420 employees who participated in the survey,only
 
122respondedtothis question. Question 15,ontheuseofMS-DOS,indicated that 16%
 
(n=60)ofthe staffconsidered themselves to be"expert users"ofdisk operating system
 
software,and 23%(n=85)said they were"regular users." Word processing software was
 
also used frequently by38%(n=141)ofthe staff.
 
Types ofComputer Systems. The use oftheMS-DOS operating system,
 
examined in Question 15,occurs only with IBM-compatible computer equipment. The
 
responses were interesting,because while the business community has heavily invested in
 
the MS-DOS operating system,the educational community has predominantly selected the
 
Macintosh operating system for the classroom,as well asfor administrative and clerical
 
functions. Not surprisingly,77%ofthe respondents(n=291)did not use MS-DOS or
 
seldom used it, while23%ofthe staffreplied they used it regularly or were expert users.
 
Consistent with this,54%(n=l14)ofthe respondentsto Question 16 regarding the use of
 
Macintosh computers said they regularly used the Macintosh or were experts,while46%
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 (n=98)indicated that Macintoshes were unavailable to them or were seldom used.
 
Another trend which wasnoted wasthe gradual disappearance ofthe Apple 11,the first
 
computer donated to schools. Only 17%(n=43)ofthe staffindicated they either regularly
 
used the Apple II computer or were experts(see Tables 15,16, 17).
 
RecommendationsforRCOE
 
Thefollowing recommendations have been made to assistRCOEin developing
 
effective strategiesfor the successful implementation ofthe Technology Task Force's
 
1995-20G0 Technology Use Plan:
 
1. 	Strong need for ongoing technology training: According tothe responses
 
to the Technology Use Survey,employeesfelt they needed a great deal more
 
training in the use ofthe technology available to them through theirjobs at
 
RCOE. Many appearto befrustrated by having a computer that doesn't work
 
properly. In addition,when planning for inservices,it is important recognize
 
thatthere are significant differences between the early adopters oftechnology
 
who enjoy trying anything new,and the mainstream teachers and stafE^ who
 
prefer to adopt onlytheimprovements which have been proven in the
 
classroom. Both types ofemployees must have the discretion to adopt
 
technology on the basis ofits value to improving theirjobs,and notto bring in
 
technologyjustfor the sake ofdoing something new.
 
2. 	Vary the membership in the planning groups to include all stakeholders.
 
Mostemployees who haveacquired expertise with technolo^resources have
 
been self-taught computer enthusiasts. These employees have also tended to
 
' 1:20..., .
 
be the same people who have volunteered for,or have been chosen to
 
participate in committees,focus groups,and task forces. Asa result,the
 
findingsofsuch groups have tended toward the beliefsystems ofthe
 
enthusiasts. In light ofthis, it is important that an effort be made atRCOEto
 
include mainstream classroom personnelinfuture discussions on technology
 
issues to balance the input to reflect the needs ofboth groups
 
3. 	Hardware/software upgrading and maintenance. It appeared to be the
 
consensus ofthe staffthatthe acquisition ofadditional new equipment wasnot
 
the mosturgent priority. Instead, mostofthe respondents indicated they
 
believed strongly that morefunding mustbe Set aside to upgrade,repair,and
 
maintain their existing hardware and software in orderfor it to meet their needs
 
in the classroom and office. Provisions miist also be madeto replace aU
 
obsolete Computers. Those which cannot be repaired or upgraded must be
 
replaced quickly.
 
4. 	Two platforms. TheRCOE staffis using both theMS-DpS and Macintosh
 
computer platforms. Training must be available to both groups ofusers,as
 
each type ofcomputer system has its special advantages.
 
5. 	Mentoring/Coaching A system ofmentoring and coaching should be
 
inaplemented to guide teachers and staffwho wishto develop their skiis.
 
Research hasindicated that inservices alone will not guarantee new skills will
 
beimplemented in the classroom or office(Hurst,1994).
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Recommendationsfor Further Study
 
First among myrecommendations is that the Technology Task Force conduct
 
additional quantitative studies. Variables to be considered should include several items in
 
addition to those which were collected in this study,such asthe subjects'gender,age,
 
position,significant work duties,and number ofyears ofemployment withRCOE. The
 
inclusion ofthese variables would giveRCOE administrators a greater understanding of
 
how to motivate the staffto acquire new technology skills.
 
Second,a qualitative research project should be undertaken. This should include
 
one-on-one interviews with a sampling ofa wide variety ofstaffto pinpoint the areas of
 
resistance to technology. Questions on such a survey instrument mightinclude;
 
•	Whydo you use/not use technology on yourjob?
 
• 	Whattechnology do you currently use,ifany?
 
• 	Whatfactors have considered in choosing the technology you currently use?
 
•	How do you use technology at work? At home?
 
•	Do you believe technology hasimproved yourjob performance? How?
 
• What would be the most effective wayfor you to improve your skills and
 
increase your use oftechnology?
 
• 	Whatfactors are interfering with your use oftechnology?
 
• 	Whatare your suggestions or recommendationsfor improving the technology
 
skills ofRCOE employees?
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Careful, scientific field testing oftheinstrument is very important,and Caution should be
 
Conclusio'n
 
Thisfindings ofthis study are similarto those ofHenryJ,Becker ofthe University
 
ofCalifornia at Irvine. iBecker summed up one ofhis studies by stating that money is the
 
1. 	to make computer-based education become amorev^despread
 
effective teaching practice,
 
2:
 
using teachers,
 
3.,'
 
provide the intellectual resources ahd technical support other
 
computer-using teachers will need,
 
4. to provide teachers with computersfor home use and,even more
 
importantly,to providethem with time at schoolto develop computer-

based lessons and plans.
 
5. 	Finally,it willtake moneyto recruit more people into teaching—people
 
interest in using interactive technologieiS such as coimputers(Becker^
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The findings oftheRCOEtechnology supportBecker's conclusions. It will take a
 
considerable amount ofeffort and expenseto ensure technology is used effectively by the
 
■staffi-pfJ^OE.\ /' ■ V'/ 
■ Summafy . 
for further study were suggested. The purpose of the project was reviewed, the results of 
Following the review of the findings, recommendations were made to assist the 
Next, 
the SuiS^ey questions. Finally, recommendations for further study were outlined and 
discussed to assist in thd development ofmore kifprmation on this issue. 
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COVERLETTERFORTECHNOLOGYSURVEY
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Cover Letter Sent Out With Technology Surv eys
 
November 17, 1995
 
•hlh* WtdibiS
 
TO: Directors,Division ofStudent Programs and Services
 
FROM: Technology Gommittee
 
Division ofStudentPrograms and Services
 
Phone:(909)222^414
 
[FAX](909)369-6440
 
SUBJECT: TECHNOLOGYSURVEYS
 
Enclosed arc the technology surveys for your division. The questionnaires are divided
 
into three areas; management,ccrtific^cd teachers,and classified, Plc^ distribute thc^
 
questionnaires accordkigiy. If you need addidbn^ surveys please contact Joe Shaw in
 
■ ROP.;V\. 
Please return the completed surveys to Joe Shaw by Friday, December 15. This will
 
allow us to compile the data and return the results back to you by the second week in
 
January, 1996. Use a Numb«r 2 p^cil to complete surveys. Do not staple survey
 
sheets together.
 
Ifyou have any questions or need clarification,contact Norm Diggs at(619)775-5413.
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TECHNOLOGY USESURVEY
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Riverside Gounty Office gf Education■y. ; ■ 
iReQionei Occupationa1 Prograrn ^ 
■Oi' 
-Ox 3-o ^ 
■Q;i:
■;0'. o 
-O z 
-O §­
'P S 
"P s 
■O a o 
•o 
■p 
•p 
-p 
1. Please identify your position?
 
O -A. Classified classroom
 
0 -B. Classified Non-classroom
 
C -C. Certificated Teacher
 
0 -D. Certificated Other
 
O -E. Administrator
 
2. What area of the county are you in? 
-A. Desert (Blythe, Desert)
 
o -B. Pass Area (Banning, Beaumont, San Jaicmto)
 
o -C. Mid-county ( Hemet, Perris, Rdmoland)
 
o -D. WestemCounty (Moreno, Greater Riverside)
 
o -E. South County (Corona-Norco, Elsinore)
 
o 
o 3. How do you use technolbgy in your job?
 
o
 
■ V -A. Records management
 
G -B. Classroom management
 
o -C. Classroom instruction
 
o -D. Administration
 
o -E. Information acces&'communication
 
-F. Not at all 
o 4. Rate yourself as a technology user. (VCR's, Computer, 
camcorder, Laser Disc Player)

-A. N/A ; - . . 'vP .
 
-B. Not used 
-C. ■ Seldom used ' 'C ■ , „ 
-D, Regularly used 
-E. Expert user 
5. Where would you like to rate your technology use in 
five years? 
-A. N/A ■ 
-B. Not using 
-C. Seldom used ■ \ O 
-D. Regularly used 
-E. Expert user 
6. What is stopping you from growing in your 
technology use? 
Funding . . .. - • . p. : A.­
Geographic location B.­
Staff training/activities CP 
Technology support D.­
No interest E.­
7. Is there a plan/process for purchasing 
instructional equipment in your service 
area/site? 
■	 A.­
No ■ Pv, B.­
Don't know C.­
8. Is. there an upgrade/replacement plan/policy 
for your service area/site? 
Yes A.­
No B.­
Don't know 
9. 	Who is responsible for the management^ 
purchase and distribution of technology 
on your service area/site? Mark ail that apply. 
Myself A-
Technology support B.. 
Site Administration; ■ C.­
RCOE Administration D.r 
District Administration E;­
10. What is available to support technology usage 
at your site? 
Material A.­
Outside resources B-
Personnel C-
Equipment D-
Facilities E.­
Continued on other side 
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11. WHrI prolUems/difnbulty do you encounter with technology? 18. Other 
-A. Funding Not available A.­
-B. Lack of equipment Not used B.­
-C. Repairs/upgrading Seldom used C.r 
-D. Lack ofknowledge/training Regularly used D.­
-E. Acccssibilily Expert user B-
n. ilow do you acquire ne^ technology skills? 19. None 
-A. Selftaught Not available 
-B. Inscrvicc activities Not used 
-C; Onsite resources Seldom used 
-D. Outside resources Regularly used 
-E. Other ' - v. ■ . - ; ^ . Expert user 
13. Do you have the ability to do maintenance on your 20. CD-ROM drives 
cornputer/perpherials? Not available A -
-A. None : . Not used B.­
-B. Some Seldom used C.­
-C. Proficient Regularly used D-
Expert user E.­
14. Do you have the ability to do maintenance on other 
technology? 21. VGRs/Television 
-A. None , Not available A.­
vO -B. Some Not used 
B.­
Seldom used C­
15. On questions 15-34,in using technology mark one answer per question. Regularly used D­
MS-DOS Expert user E­
-A. Not available 
-B. Not used . 22. Laserdisc Players 
-C. Seldom used Not available A.­
-D. Regularly used Not used B.­
-E. Expert user Seldom used C-
Regularly used D.. 
16. Macintosh ^ Expert user E.­
-A.. Not available 
-B. Not used 23. Internet Connectivity 
-C. Seldom used Not available . A­
-D. Regularly used Not used B.­
-E. Expert user Seldom used C-
Regularly used D­
17. Apple 11 Expert user E -
-A. Not available " 
-B. Not used 24. Camcorder 
-C. Seldom used Not available A­
-D. Regularly used Not used D.­
-E. Expert user Seldom used C-
Regularly used O.­
Expert user E.­
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I

-O'i
 
-P 3
 
■Q o 
■P D 
■P s 
■O ^ 
-O Q­
-b
 
-b 
■ G, 25­
•.q-A. 
O "c 
p­
p-'-^
Q 26. 
O' -a:: 
O -B. 
O -C­
O -D. 
o 
O­
p1­
O -c. 
O -D. 
o -E. 
G , 
o : 
28. Network
 
^A. Not available
 
-B. Not used ;
 
-G. Seldom used
 
-D. Regularly used
 
-E. Expert user
 
n 
29. Instructional TV (ITV) 
-A. Not available 
-B. Not used , 
-C. Seldom used 
-D. Regularly used : 
-E. Expert user 
30. Printers 
■	 -A. Not available . 
-B. Not used ■ 
-C. Seldom used 
-D. Regularly used 
-E. Expert user 
Regional pccupational Program 
,.P 
Presentation Devices 
Not available 
Not used 
Seldom used 
Regularly used ^ 
Eicpcrt'uscr . ' 
Video Prbjectors 
Not available 
Not used , 
Seldom used 
Regularly used 
Expert user 
Telecommunications/Distance Learning 
Not available 
Not used 
Seldom used 
Regularly used 
Expert user 
31. Scanners c 
Not available A.­
Not used B - r 
Seldom used c.- X 
Regularly used D- x 
Expert user 
■ 
32. 	Word Processing 
Not available A.- 0 
Not used B.- 0 
Seldom used ■ ■ c.- o 
Regularly used D.­
Expert user o 
Presentation (LCD, PowerPoint) X, 
Not available ; Djp A.. ­
tfC B.­Not used 
Seldom used c,- C 
j Regularly used D.- 0 
Expert user E- C 
^ Network ^9' 
Not available A.- x 
Not used B.- C 
Seldom used C.- C 
Regularly used D.- C 
Expert user E­
■ X 
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ROP-5970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFF!CE OF EDUCATION PACE I 
K- ■ - ■ ■ « REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAfI (ROP) 02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE A\ CERTIFIGATED PAGE I 234 RESPONSES SURVEYS PR INTED 1 1/OI/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES ■ ■" A B C D E 
1 . 232 99* 27 12* 10 4* 182 78* 12 5* 1 ­ 0* 
2. 222 95* 61 27* 15 7* 39 18* 75 34* 32 14* 
3. 65 28* 65 100* 
4 . 60 26* 60 100* 
6. 159 68* 159 100* 
6. 1 1 5* 1 1 too* 
7. 72 31* 72 100* 
' 9. 24 10* 24 100* 
9. 233 100* 3 1* 7 3* 51 22* 141 61* 31 13* 
10. 231 99* 5 2* 2 1* 18 8* 89 39* 117 51* 
1 1 . 149 64* 67 45* 3 2*. 45 30* 21 14* 13 9* 
12. 120 51* 4 3* 15 13* 20 17* 68 57* 13 M* 
13. 2oe 89* 100 48* 108 52* 
14. lot 46* 28 26* 44 41* 5 5* 7 6* 24 22* 
15. 205 8 8* 49 24* 95 46* 19 9* 8 4* 34 17* 
16. 116 50* 22 19* 23 20* 14 12* 54 47* 3 3* 
17. 131 56* 32 24* 54 41* 18 14* 24 18* 3 2* 
11. 21• 93* 152 70* 59 27* 7 3* 
19. 215 92* 147 68* 68 32* 
20. 20r 86* 6 3* 54 27* 55 27* 62 31* 24 12* 
21. 210 90* 86 41* 30 14* 26 12* 60 29* • 4* 
22. 208 89* 89 43* 50 24* 28 13* 37 18* 4 2* 
23. 149 64* 101 68* 17 11* 14 9* 15 10* 2 1* 
24 . 91 39* 47 52* 35 38* 4 4* 1 1* 4 4* 
25. 205 88* 104 51* 31 15* 38 19* 23 11* 9 4* 
26. 217 93* 7 3* 8 4* 52 24* 124 57* 26 12* 
  
 
 
ROP-5970 
Rr«-■ • « 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) 
PAGE 2 
02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 41 - CERTIFICATED PAGE 1 234 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 1 1/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES C D E 
27. 211 90X 140 66X 51 24X 13 6X 6 3X 1 • OX 
28. 1 73 74X 130 75X 24 14X 1 1 6X 7 ' 4X 1 IX 
29 210 90X 126 SOX 32 10X 30 14X 20 10X 2 IX 
 ROP-S970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION PACE 3 
REOIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROORAH (ROP) 02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUnnARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 42'CERTIFICATED PAGE 2 212 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 11/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES ■ ■ ■ / • ■ .-A B C D ■E 
1. 202 95X 21 10* 69 34* 49 24* 47 23* 16 - 8* 
2. 194 92X 103 53* 36 19* 25 13* 26 13* 4 2* 
3. 200 94* 129 65* 31 16* 19 10* 14 7* 7 4* 
4. 200 94* 130 65* 46 23* 4 2* 16 8* .4 ■ 2* 
5. 64 30* 26 41* 1 8 28* 16 25* 4 : 6* 
6 . 1 82 8 6* 21 12* 20 11* 34 1 9* 55 30* 52 29* 
7. 198 93* 1 15 58* 62 31* 8 4* 6 3* 7 4* 
8. 203 96* 52 26* 32 16* 40 20* 63 31* 16 8* 
9. 194 92* 112 58* 34 18* 23 12* 21 1 1 * 4 2* 
10. 205 97* 150 73* 31 15* 7 3* 12 6* 5 2* 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ROP-5970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) PAGE 4 
02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 43 - CLASSIFIED PAGE 1 1 SURVEYS PRINTED 1 1/01/99 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A B C D 
1 . 164 99X 100 61 X 33 20X 27 16X 2 11 2 M 
2. 194 93X 37 24X 7 5X 34 22X 56 361 20 13X 
- 3. 47 28X 46 98X 1 2X 
4. 1 f 1 IX 1 8 100X 
5. 95 57X 95 lOOX 
6. 16 1 OX 15 94X 1 61 
7. 46 28X 45 98X 0 0 1 2X 
8. 14 8X 13 93X 0 0 0 1 7% 
9. 162 98X 1 IX 3 2X 48 30X 102 63X 8 5X 
10, 163 98X 3 2X 0 9 61 70 431 II 50* 
11 . 1 24 75X 40 32X 5 4X 55 44X 22 1 81 2 2X 
12. 99 60X 1 4 14X 12 12X 26 26X 44 44X 3 3X 
OJ 13. 123 74X 52 42X 71 58X 
89 54X 34 38X 35 39X i 1 X 6 71 13 I5X 
15. 1 57 95X 16 lOX 12 521 20 131 16 1 OX 23 I5X 
16^ 19 94X 11 12X 16 1fX 9 101 48 541 9 6X 
17. 1 15 69X 30 26X 46 40X 23 201 10 9X e 9X 
1 8. 152 92X 127 I4X 24 16X 1 IX 
1 9. 152 92X 12dl, i 1 X 29 19X 
20. 1 43 •6X 6 4X 50 35X 38 271 46 321 3 2X 
21. 190 SOX 57 38X 24 16X 24 161 45 30X 
22. 1 50 SOX 59 39X 25 17X 26 17X 39 261 t !X 
23. 1 19 72X 80 67X 1 1 9X 14 12X 14 12X 
24. 80 48X 53 66X 17 21X 4 51 4 51 2 3X 
25. 1 45 87X 93 64X 20 14X 27 191 5 31 
26. 154 93X 12 8X 6 4X 31 201 82 531 23 15X 
 ROP-5970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION PAGE 5 
R-«-«■m REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) 02/0171996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 43 - CLASSIFIED PAGE 1 166 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 11/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A B C D E 
27. 150 90% 100 67% 32 21% 14 9% 4 3% ' 
2S. 118 7!% 78 66% 20 17% 19 16% 1 1% 
29. 149 90% 87 58% 21 14% 25 17% 14 9% 2 1% 
Q\ 
  
RDP-
R-o­
5970 
•.a a 
RIVERSIDE 
RCOIONAL 
COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATldN 
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) 
PAGE S 
02/01/)9d6 
SURVEY SUMHARY RESULTS 
8URVEY TYPE 44 - CLASSIFIED PAGE 2 158 RESPONSES 
SURVEYS PRINTED n/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A B C D E 
1 . 154 97X 24 16X 65 42X 45 29X 19 12X 1 . IX 
2. 151 96X 82 54X 33 22X 25 17X f 9X 3 
2X 
3. 148 94X 93 63X 26 1 9X 17 1 IX 9 6X 3 2X 
A. 146 92X 86 59X 27 11X 1 1 •X 20 14X 2 IX 
5. 55 35X 28 51 X 20 36X 6 1 1 X 1 2X 
6. 148 94X 15 1 OX 22 15X 27 18X 40 27X 44 
30X 
7­ 156 99X 90 58% 51 33X 11 7X 2 IX 
2 IX 
OJ 
8. 154 97X 41 27X 29 19X 38 25X 41 27X 5 3X 
9. 147 93X 92 63X 33 22X 16 11 X 6 4X 
10. 149 94X 102 63X 16 11 X 10 7X 19 13X 2 IX 
  
 
 
ROP-5970 
R V- ■ « B RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) PAGE 7 
02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 44 - CLASSIFIED PAGE 2 
158 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 11/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A B C D E 
1 . 154 97X 24 16% 65 42% 45 29% 19 12% 1 
- 1% 
2. 151 96X 82 54% 33 22% 25 17% 8 5% 3 2% 
3. 148 94* 93 63% 26 18% 17 11% 9 3 2% 
4. 146 92% 86 59% 27 18% 11 8% 20 14% 2 1% 
5. 55 35% 28 51% 20 36% 6 11% 1 2% 
6. 148 94% 15 10% 22 15% 27 18% 40 27% 44 30% 
7. 156 99% 90 58% 51 33% 1 1 7% 2 1 % 2 1% 
8. 154 97% 41 27% 29 19% 38 25% 41 27% 5 3% 
9. 147 93% 92 63% 33 22% 16 11% 6 4% 
10. 149 94% 102 68% 16 11% 10 7% 19 13% 1% 
CO 
 ROP-5970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
RECIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROPJ 
PAGE i 
02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 44 - CLASSIFI ED PAGE 2 158 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 11/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A 
1. 154 97X 24 16X 65 42X 46 29X 19 12X 1' IX 
2. 151 96X 82 54X 33 22X 25 17X :• 6X 3 2X 
3• 141 94X 93 63X 26 18X 17 1 1 X 9 6X 3 
2X 
4. 146 92X 86 59X 27 1 fX 1 1 iX 20 14X 2 IX 
5. 65 36X 28 51X 20 36X 6 1 IX 1 2X 
6. 148 94X 15 10X 22 15X 27 1 sx 40 27X 44 30X 
7. 156 99X 90 58X 51 33X 1 1 7X 2 IX 2 IX 
8. 154 97X 41 27X 29 19X 38 25X 41 27X 5 3X 
9. 147 93X 92 63X 33 22X 16 1 IX 6 ■IX 
\o 
10. 149 94X 102 68X 16 11 X 10 7X 19 13X 2 IX 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION paqf a
 
REOIONAL occupational PRQORArt (RDP) 02/0I/IS96
 
SURVEY SUWMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 45 - ADfllN PAGE 1 20 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED n/0|/S5 - 02/02/9S 
RESPONSES A B C D E 
1 . IS 95X 0 0 2 MX 1 5X 18.f4X 
2. 16 80X 3 19X 0 1 6X 12 75X 
3. 10 SOX 10 lOOX 
4. 3 15X 3 lOOX 
5. 3 1 5X 3 lOOX 
6. 15 75X 15 1 OOX 
7. 15 75X 15 100% 
9. 1 8 90X 0 1 6X 3 17% 1 1 61 X 3 17X 
10, 20 lOOX 1 5X 2 lot 0 7 3BX 10 50X 
II. 11 55X 1 9X 
' l-/ 9X 8 73X 0 1 SX 
o 12 8 40X ■ 1­ 13X 0 0 7 ffX 
13. 12 60X 4 33X f 67X 
14. 7 35X 1 T4X 1 MX 0 1 MX 4 57X 
15. 14 7OX 2 MX 5 36X 3 21 X 1 7X 3 21X 
16. . 7 35X 1 MX 0 2 29X 4 57X 
17. 13 65X 2 15X 11 f5X 
It. 1 8 SOX 13 T2X 5 2fX 
19. If SOX 15 f3X 3 I7X 
20. 1 1 SOX 0 2 lit 5 2fX 10 56X 1 ex 
21. If SOX 10 56X 3 I7X 0 3 17X 2 MX 
22. If SOX S 50X 4 22X 1 6X 4 22% 
23. 13 65X f 62X 3 23X 1 fx I ft 
24. 6 30X 1 17X 3 BOX 1 17X 1 17X 
25. 17 85X 9 53X 4 24X 2 12X 2 12X 
26. 18 SOX 2 1 1* 3 17X 4 22X 5 2fX 4 22X 
27. 18 SOX 7­ 39X 7 39X 4 22X 
  
 
 
 
ROP-5S70 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
REGIONAL occupational PROGRAM (ROP) PAGE 10 
02/01/199S 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 45 - AOMIN PAGE 1 
20 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 1 1/01/95 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A C D E 
2i• 12 SOX 6 SOX 2 17X 3 25X 1 If 
29. II 9bX 6 33X 3 17X 6 33X 2 IIX t ex 
FlOP-5970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION PAGE I t 
REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (ROP) 02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUMMARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 46 - ADMIN PAGE 2 11 RESPONSES SURVEYS PRINTED 11/01/99 
RESPONSES 
1. 18 1 OOX 4 22X 6 33X 3 I7X 9 28X 
2. 1 8 IGOX 8 28X 2 nx 8 44X 2 11X 1 ex 
3. 16 89X 5 31X 4 25X 5 31X 2 13X 
4. 17 94X 7 41 X 0 3 1 8X 7 41X 
5. 7 39X 3 43X 3 43X 1 1 4X 
6 ■ 1 7 9^X 1 6X 0 0 .4 24X 12 71 X 
7. 18 lOOX 44% 7 39X 2 1 IX 1 ex 
8. 1 8 lOOX 1 ex 0 1 ex 13 72X 3 17X 
9. 17 94X 6 35X 2 12X 8 47X 1 6X 
10. 17 94X 7 41 X t 6X 3 1 8X 6 39X 
4:^ 
to 
ROP-9970 RIVERSIDE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION PACE 12 
R-b>«■• REOIQNAL OCCUPATIONAL PROORAN (ROP) 02/01/1996 
SURVEY SUnnARY RESULTS 
SURVEY TYPE 46 - ADI1IN PACE 2 If RESPONSES SURVEYS PR INTED 11/01/99 - 02/02/96 
RESPONSES A B C D E 
I. If 100X 4 22X 6 33X 3 I7X 5 2fX 
2. If 100Z 5 28X 2 1IX f 44 X 2 11X 1 6X 
3. 16 89X 5 31X 4 29X 5 31X 2 13X 
4. 17 94 X 7 41 X 0 3 IfX 7 41X 
5. 7 39 X 3 43X 3 43X 1 14X 
6. 17 94X 1 6X 0 0 4 24X 12 71X 
7 . If lOOX 8 44 X 7 39X 2 11X 1 6X 
f. 1 8 100X ■■ 1. 6X 0 1 6X 13 72X 3 r7X 
9. 17 94X 6 35X 2 12X 8 47X 1 6X 
4:^ 
1 0. 17 94X 7 41X 1 6X 3 IfX 6 35X 
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